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Shooting leads
to two arrests

Arson
tops
pranks

MSU students charged
with attempted murder

By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
At least one Halloween prank
crossed the line, according to
Murray Fire Chief Pat Scott.
He said someone intentionally torched a garage apartment at
520 'A broad St. at 10:15 p.m
Monday night. The arsonist left
a spray-painted message: "Satan
was here."
"We:'know it was arson, the
firefighters said, you could
smell the .gasoline," Scott said.
"It was definitely set."
Neighbors reported hearing
an explosion just before flames
appeared, Sant said.
Firefighters arrived just one
minute ,after receiving the call
and were on the scene for about
-15 minutes. Off-duty firemen
were also called in to help
extinguish the blaze.
. At 3:54 Tuesday morning the
fire department vas-called back
to the residence to check "hot
spots" and remained at the
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STACEY CROOK/Ledger & Times photo
Michael Lane (left), Demontreal Lane and Jasmine Bicknell received plenty of treats Monday night as they
made their way down South Sixth Street. _
structure until 6:06 a.m.
The residence is 'rented by
Jason Skipper, who was at work
at the time of the fire.

Firefighters reported that
most of the fire damage was
limited to the garage area of the
structure, but the apartment did

sustain slight smoke and water
damage.
IN See Page 2

By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
Two Murray State University
students were charged with
attempted murder following an
early-morning shooting near 15th
and Main streets.
Murray Police Chief Larry Elkins said 19-year-old Jessica Wilson, Springer Hall, and 25-yearold Dennis Park, 1621 'A Farmer
Ave., allegedly attempted to kill
Dave Brodsky, 25, of Madison,
Tenn. at 1:24 a.m. Tuesday
Reports indicate that Brodsky'
and Wilson are acquainted and
had attended the same party
Monday night.
Brodsky had apparently left the
party alone and was northbound
on South 16th Street and then
turned east on Main Street. As he
approached the intersection of
15th Street, Brodsky 'heard what
he said sounded like a bottle hitting his vehicle, according to
Elkins.

Police reports indicated that
Wilson and Park were following
Brodsky's vehicle. Park was driving Wilson's vehicle.
Park then allegedly hit the rear
of Brodsky's vehicle with his
vehicle.
.
When Brodsky stopped his
Main
and
vehicle near 15th
streets, Park and -Wilson allegedly approached Brodsky.
"Mr. Park reportedly came
toward him (Brodsky) and pulled
out a gun," Elkins said.
According to Brodsky's affidavit, Park fired a revolver at him,
but missed. Then Wilson allegedly approached Brodsky ansl began
hitting him.
Police have not -yet determined
if Park and Brodsky are
acquainted.
Elkins said there were several
witnesses to the incident.
In addition, Park was charged
II See Page 3

History cornerstone to race

TOM BAR.LOW (D)
*BORN: Washington, D.C.
*RESIDENCE: Paducah
*AGE: 54
*FAMILY: Shirlsy Pippin of Ballard
County, five chil-dren„pight
graruichildren
*PROFESSION: Banking, consulting,
director of siifes for Central Service,
Inc.
*POLITICS: U.S:representative for
lot District since 1992

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Republican challenger Ed
Whitfield is seeking to take control of the 1st District and represent the voters in Congress, a
move that would go down in
history.
Although several Republican
counties have been added through
redistricting, the 1st District has
never been represented in Congress by a member of Whitfield's
party.
Meanwhile, Democratic Rep.
Tom Barlow is counting heavily
on his congressional record and
the district's history to lead him
to victory.
Numerous faceoffs between the
two have led both candidates to
throw their share of mud — rang,
ing from Whitfield's claim that
Barlow has too few individual
campaign contributions to Barrow's claims that Whitfield's

Neighbors help
capture burglars
Staff Report
Murray tedger & Times
With the help of about 30 Mararid Graves county resi- dents, state police were able to
capture four. Goorgia men
involved in a residential burglary
in Symsoma Monday.
Graves County sheriff's deputies arrested a fifth suspect near'
Symsonia.
According to state police
reports, Devona Lyles'returned to
tpme in Symsonia about 10:15
akm. Monday 'and found the five
men pilfering from her residence.
After seeing • Lyles, tile men
fled from the house on foot. A
rifle and .357-caliber Magnum
revolver weretaken, but the suspects dropped the rifle while running from the house. •
- 'Lyles called her husband,

James D. Lyles, who was returning to his home when the men
crossed the road in front of him
on foot, according to reports.
Mr. Lyles blocked the suspects' vehicle with his car and
the men fled into a wooded area
on Oak Level Road.
Troopers, Graves County deputies, Mayfield police officers and
a K-9 unit were called in to
search the area, but could not
locate the ,ipen.
However, a Marshall County
resident reported he had seen four
of the five suspects on SharpeElva Road in Marshall County at
approximately 7 p.m.
But before troopers arrived at
the scene, local residents sur-rounded the suspects and held
See Page 3

Barlow, Whitfield chase district seat
campaign is not being run the'
Kentucky way. ,
Now, when voters go to the
polls Nov. 8, they will be faced
with deciding which individual
can best represent them and fight
for the needs of the district.
When Barlow narrowly
defeated nine-term incumbent
Carroll Hubbard in the -1992
Democratic primary, he went to
Washington as a freshman
representative.
While public sentiment about
the new representative was low
key in the beginning, it hit a frenzied pitch When information was
released regarding the proposed'
routes for .the 1-69/I-66 projects.

mistakes.
"There are many infrastructure
projects that We need in western
Kentucky and we hadn't been
getting our fair share," he said. "I
had to learn by hit and miss when
I went to Washington and maybe
I've made more than my share of
mistakes."
Those mistakes are what Whitfield hopes voters are taking into
account as they prepare to caSt
their votes.

As a result, Barlow was
severely chastized by local voters
for leaving their counties out of
the plan.
"You have to look at me as a
freshman 4-- I am still learning
the ropes." Barlow said. "I just
"Our philosophy of governgot off on the wrong foot."
ment is different," Whitfield said.
Barlow acknowledged that the "Barlow has supported President
road isSue has "hurt his Standituf Bill Clinton 80 percent of the
in-,Calloway County, but he time which means more taxes,
pledges that ,he would take steps more governmental involvement
to remedy the problem.
and more social programs."
"When the projects get approvTo Whitfield, a former Demoal in the Senate, I will make sure crat who changed his party affilithat the routes are agreeable with ation to run against Barlow, one
all the counties," Barlow said.
of the most important issues..is
The ,road to Washington has
taught Barlow to learn from his •See Page 2

ED WHITFIELD (R)
.BORN: Hopkinsville
*AGE: 51
.FAMILY: Connie Whitrield, one
daughter
•PROFESSION: Lawyer, vice presidentof federal railroad Affairs for CSX
Corporation, legal counsel.to the chairman or the interstate commerce
commission
•POLITICS: state representative for
Christian and Trigg counties

Paducah man
electrocuted
WICKLIN-E, Ky. (AP) —
A Paducah electrical worker
apparently was electrocuted
while cleaning high-voltage
breakers at a Ballard County
paper mill, authorities said.
McCracken County Deputy
Coroner Charles OffuU said
Barry L. Lane, 25, an employ_ee of Beltline Electric in Paducah, died Monday afternoon at
Lourdes Hospital in Paducah.
Westvaco plant spokeswoman Sandra Wilson said the
accident happened about 4:20
p.n. CST. She said federal
Occupational Safety and
Health Administration officials
were investigating the death.
Monday's - death- was the second feud accident at Westvaco in less than a 'month.
Ricky L. Crider, 46, wias
crushed to death in an Oct. 16
accident.

' STACEY CROOK/Ledger & Times photo
Calloway County fire-Rescue volunteers work to extinguish a burning shed, which was'reported at 6:09
p.m. Monday and Is• located on Scenic Acres Road.
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FROM PAGE 1
reforming Congress as an
institution.
"I made the decision to run
because the House of Representatives has been controlled by one
party for over 40 years," Whitfield said. "During that time,
there has been a real liberalization regarding the eligibility of
governmental :programs as a
method of forming voting
blocks."
Those voting blocks. Whitfield
said, are the culprits behind the
•••
federal deficit.
"We also have an impacted
value system," Whitfield said.
"We are at a point where mem-
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of a representative is being in
touch with the voters,.something
Barlow said he hopes he has
demonstrated.
"I hope people will think of me
as someone who will listen to
people," Barlow said. "I've been
in every county in the district and
have held over 125 question and
answer sessions."
During those sessions, his constituency has sought answers
health care, NAFTA,
Barlow characterizes the cur- regarding
crime and the federal
control,
gun
rent political climate as "moving
defic
in the right direction" and said he
"We got to keep on chopping
thinks people are generally satisaway at the federal budget, stand
fied with, his performance.
up for the tobacco program and
"I believe they think I have straighten out the medical situadone a good job in a difficult, tion," Barlow said. "There is a lot
time," Barlow said. "I receive of work that needs to be done for
between 1,500 and 2,000 pieces small business owners."
Whether Barlow will get the
of mail each week."
opportunity to enter the hallowed
One of the important qualities

bers of the Democratic leadership
are attacking politically active
Christians by saying they
shouldn't be in politics."
Running with the slogan
"Whitfield for a New Congress,"
has emphasized the impornce of a balanced budget
struck by a paint pellet in the
amendment, a presidential lineFROM PAGE 1
Canterbury subdivision.
item veto, rotated coma-141m.,
Scott said the case has been
Two men were arrested and
assignments and meaningful cam- ,turned over to the Murray Police
charged in connection with the
paign finance refoirn.
Department which will continue
attack.
Barlow, on the other hand, has. the investigation.
' Reports indicate Kevin M.
staunchly defended the progress
In addition to the fire and an
Tucker, 18, of Rt. 1 Murray and
Congress has been making in
early-morning shooting incident
Randall W. Humphrey, 18, of Rt.
terms of reform.
involving two Murray State Uni5 Murray were involved in the
"The American people are
versity students (see related
incident.
changing Congress and I am part
story), Murray Police Chief Larry
Tucker was charged with
of that change," he said. "Over
Elkins said police, were busy, but
fourth-degree assault, carrying a
60 percent of the representatives
Halloween was basically calm
cOncealed sleadly weapon and
-will have been elected since 1-990Elkins said" a 1 3-ye-a-t—..6. oy
possession of alcohol by a minor.
after this election. That's a lot of escaped serious injury after being
Humphrey was charged with
possession of alcohol by a minor.
Elkins said a 15-year-old
female was also in the vehicle
Our Best Investment Is You.
with the two men. Charges are
pending against her.
Meanwhile, minor vandalism
was reported around the city and
county.
Elkins said there were several
reports of eggs being thrown, but
damage estimates were not available Tuesday morning.
"All in all, it was pretty quiet,"/
he said.
Calloway County Sheriff Stan
Scott was surprised that HalloCall Hilliard Lyons. Our experienced
ween held so few tricks for law
enforcement.
investment brokers can establish an investment
"We had one tire burning near
strategy that will help you make the most of
Coldwater, but I figured we'd
your retirement dollars. Whether you are
have more than that," Scott said.
Sheriff's deputies made' no
investing a lump sum or investing over time,
arrests Monday night.
Hilliard Lyons can give you the investment
"I couldn't believe it," he said.
advice that matches your retirement goals.
"Overall, it was quiet."
Scott said the - cooler weather
Don't leave your reti-rementto chance;leave it
and gusty winds m'ay have kept
to Hilliard Lyons.
some pranksters indoors.
However, deputies did confiscate "homemade bombs" from
five Graves County juveniles.
Scott said the boys had pill
bottles that had fuses attached to
them and were filled with
gunpoint.
"I don't know what they were—
Betty Bqston
goinvto do with them," he said.
Two boys were riding in the
front of a pickup truck and three
were in the back when they were
.411711U
pulled over on Ky. 121 North.
Scott said Tuesday, morning
that he will discuss the matter
with Graves County officials.
Court Square • Murray, KY 42071 •(502) 753-3366
Invt.,Aments timee 1(54 • J..1.13.1111bard, W.I. Lyons, Inc.
Charges are pending.
Member NNSF. and
Trooper Chuck Robertson,
public affairs officer, said state
police in the Post 1 area had a
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Your Fall Yard Care Headquarters/

halls of Congress again as the 1st
District representative rests in the
hands of the voters.
The spoils may go to Whitfield, who is eager to take the
reins in hand.
"I've had the opportunity to be
involved in decision-making
through law for nine years and I
was in the state legislature for
one term," Whitfield said. "You
are actually interviewing for a
job through your campaign and
with my broad range of experience, I have the background to be
an advocate for the people of the
1st District."
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The 1st Congressional District,
which consists of 31 counties,
includes the Jackson Purchase
and much of the Pennyrile area
and is the largest of any Kentucky district.
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new blood, a lot of good people
with ideas."
Barlow said the change ,going
on in Congress is very powerful.
"People are still restless and
they have a lot of distress and
anger with the government," BarIpw said. "During the last election, people were really frustrated, almost to the point of giving up. I don't hear that this
time."
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"routine" Halloween.
"There were some sporadic tire
burnings and a few hay bales in
roads," he said. "But nothing
major."
-- Robertson said state police did
not investigate any activities in
which residents were injured.
Even Calloway County FireRescue volunteers, who are normally run ragged during Halloween, had a relatively peaceful
night"It was unusually quiet," said
CCFR spokesman Craig MacMurray. "Last year we had about
_eight ,calls after dark."
But this year, volunteers
responded to only 'threecalls
from 6 p.m. to 3 a.m.
The first call came in at 6:09
p.m. when residents reported a
structure fire on Scenic Acres
Road, just off Ky. 280.
When firefighters arrived,' a
small shed/playhouse owned by
Chuck Morgan was completely
engulfed. The cause of the blaze
is under investigation.
Three trucks and 12 firefighters responded and were assisted.
by the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.
About 10:30 p.m., a dozen hay
bales were reported on fire in an
open field on Beach Road near
Kirksey.
CCFR Chief Greg Cherry said
the bales were intentionally set
on fire, but no charges have been
filed.
Four trucks and 12 people
responded to the call. The bales
were located on land owned by
James Tucker.
Volunteers made one last Halloween run at 2:56 a.m, when
tires were set oil fire at the
intersection of Ky. 1 21 and Ky.
1836.-- The Calloway County
Sheriff's Department also
responded.
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Commuter plane crash in Indiana kills 68
ROSELAWN, Ind. (AP) — An
American Eagle commuter plane
crashed Monday in a field during
a driving rainstorm, killing all 68
people aboard.
Flight 4184 from Indianapolis
40 Chicago had been circling in a
holding patternbefore it began its
descent and disappeared from the
radar, said Tim Smith, a spokesman for American Eagle. It was
not immediately clear how long
the plane had been waiting to
land.
The plane went down 30 miles
- south of Gary in northwest Indiana around 4 p.m. CST. The plane
was coming in abould115 minutes
late because it had been delayed
on takeoff by heavy traffic at
Chicago's O'Hare Airport.
"It came down, almost straight
down, not at an angle — just
straight down," said Larry Midkiff, who saw the crash as he was
driving along the highway.
Gov. Evan Bayh ordered state
police to search the area through-

out the night. Earlier, authorities
said the search was being halted
until Tuesday because of heavy
rain and darkness.
But as midnight approached,
Newton County Sheriff Charles
Mulligan said searches had been
halted because up to 2 inches of
rain had fallen at the site during
the day. t
Classes at North Newton
Junior-Senior High School were
canceled Tuesday because the
building will be used as a temporary morgue, Mulligan said.
It was the third major plane
crash this year. Before that, it had
been two years since a major
deadly crash and seven years
since there were three major
crashes in one year.
Haggard volunteer firefighters
trooped out of the firehouse
wearing foul weather gear. Some
only shook their heads when
asked what they had seen. Firefighter John Knapp said, "What
we did sec, we didn't like."

American Eagle would not speculate on the cause of the crash,
airline spokeswoman Debbie
Weathers said. State police and
airline officials said none of the
64 passengers or four crew mem‘
bus. survived.
The plane, which was full, was
descending from an altitude of
10,000 feet to 8,000 feet when it
disappeared from radar screens at
Chicago's O'Hare Airport, Don
Zochert of the Federal Aviation
Administration said.
Frightened friends and relatives in Indianapolis and Chicago
waited for word on whether their
loved ones were on board.
"This who'd have been his
flight if he's on it," Pat Sullivan
said of her brother as she waiting
at Indianapolis International
Airport.
Several people ran into the airport crying and refused to talk to
reporters. Airport officials were
keeping them behind closed
doors.

and then there was a crash and I
.. The airline did not immediate- he heard the plane's engines just
didn't hear anything else," Stone
ly release a passenger list. Forty- before the crash.
said.
"1 could hear a motor winding
three of the passengers had been
scheduled to make connecting out and it ,sounded Iklie thunder
flights in Chicago.
• Midkiff said he was driving
along when he saw a black puff
of.smoke and the plane banking
sharply before it plunged to the
ground.
'"It didn't look like it had a left
wing on it,' .Midkiff said. "It
just looked like a black streak
coming down."
Witnesses said there was drivComplete Servic4+.• Installation
ing rain ,at the time of the crash
and that it was too dark to see
Hwy. 94 West • 1/10 Mlle From Murray
nuch in the area. Winds were ,
gusting to 49 mph in Gary, the
closest reporting station, the
National Weather Service said.
"Debris was so scattered, you
really couldn't tell if there was an
airplane out there," said Michael
Schwanke, a reporter with WLQ1
radio in Rensselaer who was at
the site.
Bob Stone was hunting when

---- Mitchell's Decorating =
CARPET • VINYL• HARDWOOD

7534392

Outburst interrupts otherwise peaceful funeral
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — front of the casket.
Outside, teen-agers walked in
The otherwise peaceful funeral
for a black teen-ager — whose droves to the church from the
shooting by a white police officer Bluegrass-Aspcndale neighborhood a few blocks away.
sparked sometimes violent disturinterTuPled by an—;—M-any 4e-en-age biays- ware
black stocking caps with the
unwelcomed outburst from a
words "East Side" — a referDetroit Woman.
cue to the Bluegrass-Aspendale
Except for a scuffle that
-occurred .as' other mourners
removed the woman and her
group of about" a half-dozen people from the service for Antonio
FROM PAGE 1
"Tony" Sullivan, the city
with four counts of first-degree
remained calm Monday.
wanton endangerment which is a
More than 1,200 people
crowded into Shiloh Baptist felony. Elkins said four witnesses
were in danger when Park
Church for the funeral, six days
•
allegedly fired the gun.
afta the 18-year-old Sullivan was
Vogel ' Wilson and Park left the scene,
shot and -killed by
but Murray police officers
as officers served a warrant for
his arrest at an apartment in the
obtained warrants for the stuBluegrass-Aspendale public hous- dents, who turned themselves in
ing project.
to police early this morning.
Elkins said officers confiscated
Sullivan's death, which is
under investigation, sparked a
a .38-caliber revolver they
series Of civil disturbances by
believed was used in the
black youths, who confronted
police, overturned cars and
destroyed property in downtown
Lexington.
FROM PAGE 1
As the Sullivan family arrived
at the church about for visitation, them at gunpoint until officers
arrived.
Mary Clark, 50, the teen's
One man was concealing the
mother, broke down and cried in

•Shooting...

area — emblazoned on the front.
Some wore T-shirts bearing SullivarrS nickname, "T-Luv," on
the front and "R.I.P. East Side"
on the back.

said.

Mayor Pam Miller declined to
comment as she arrived. "I'm
here to attend a funeral," she

front of the church. Miiiiiters
who spoke preached unity, peace
and non-violence. They urged the

shooting.
The two were lodged in the
Calloway County Jail in lieu of
$25,000 cash -only bonds.
Arraignment in Calloway District
Court was scheduled today at
10:30 a.m., but results of that
proceeding were unavailable
before press time.
MSU officials are currently
investigating the charges, according to MSU News Bureau manager Joe Hedges.
"Based on preliminary information, the university is looking
to suspend both students pending

an investigation," Hedges said.
The university must confirm
both Park and Wilson arc
enrolled this semester before the
suspensions are issued.
Hedges said Park will be suspended for being in possession of
the gun and Wilson will be suspended for being involved in the
alleged attempted murder.
He said TuMay morning that
university officials have not read
the official police report, but they
have reviewed an internal investigation prepared by MSU Public
Safety.
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Symsonia burglary.
The four men were arrested
without incident.
Those arrested were: Oscar

Local clergy, both black and
white and representing many different denominations, sat at the

- Waller, :8, Phillip Bragg, 18,
Eric Bragg, 18; all of Pembroke,
Ga.; Robert L. Young, 34, Eden,
Ga.; and John W. Young, 23,
Ellabell, Ga.
All five were charged with
first-degree burglary.

Fed Up With
High Checking
Fees?
Kentucky owned Republic Bank weleomes
otir business! Open a Carefree Checking
account— $1(X) minimum & NO service charge.

FREE CHECKS!
1st order of 200 basic Republic design

I

REPUBLIC
Savings Bank
1201 Main Street
Nturrav, lientkikk
759-1630

Open 6 days a week, Satin-clays 9- 12
Affiliated with the Kentucky owned statewide Republic group of banks Member FDIC

Free checks offer good through_12/31/94
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'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
PUBLJSHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS PV('

FROM OUR READERS
Tax bill raises questions
• Dear Editor:. I received my tax bill the otherday and, in my opinion, it raises some
Serious questions. Let me state that I have nothing.against the Calldvay
Library per say. The library, its staff and its volunteers undoubtably do
the best they can with the funds available to them: ,
I fail to understand, though, the priorities impliy;i4.4n the tax system
fire protection. •
ay County Fire &
Under the leadership of Chief Greg Cherry, Cal
Rescue has created ssizeable expansion in coverage and ,.service
ougughout_thp county Calloway County Fite &Rescue now_haSseKett
stations, each costing about S30,000 dollars. Calloway County Fire &
Rescue Inc. operates eight.pumpers,two tankers,four brush trucks,three
boats, and a hovercraft. Already, another tanker and some four other
- brush trucks, donated under government grant, are being -set up to
augment the equipment in..use. TheSe new trucks will _significantly
increase the emergency response capabilities ofCall° ay Cour4-Vire &
Rescue Inc.
Many county residents have already noticed significant strops in their
insurance premiums and more residents v••ill notice the same kind 01
.
savings. When other stations are rated..
In the midst of all this expansion, Calloway Count Fire & Rescue is
struggling to survive with the tax of 3. cents per S100 of assessed
-ia a
valuation. Nobody likes to hear of a tax hike, but it seems to me st
tax hike would be justified in the eyes of county residents based on this
expansion I have explained. The county residents can see the impact of
this expansion and such a tax hike would actually end up saving themn
•
,
money over time. ,
I think it is time tovonsidor a referendum to raise the tax to Scents per
S100 of assessed valuation so that Calloway County Fire & Rescue Inc.
can continue to further expand its coverage and seriices-to the citizens of
Calloway County.,
--Mr. Mike Allard
.. Rt. 8 Box -6
murray, KY 42071

Barlow supporter defends him
Dear -Editor:
I must respond to Mr. Fundrich's 'Oct. 2501 letter attacking
Congressman Tom Barlow and implying that lie has worked against our
city, county and university..
Tom Barlow confronts issues of concern to this District and fights to
bring asthuch federal tax money back here as possible. By getting
involved in the interstate highways,he has assured that not one,but two,
new highways will be routed throngh.Western Kentucky. These routes
could have gone through other states.. Mr. Barlow is committed to
obtaining federal funds for the bridges across Kentucky and Barkley
Lakes for four-laning of the road' from Cadiz- through Murray and
Mayfield.
Asior Mr. Fandrich's statement that the Congressman will "no doubt
line up with...Paducah" against Murray in the engineering program
debate, that's political mud-slinging at its worst. ThiS is a matter for the
state legislature and the Kentucky Council on Higher Education. Just
because Mr. Barlow.happens to live in Paducah is no reason to try to
make people believe he's interested in only that city. In the last two
months, the Congressman has helped bring over S770,000 in federal
dollars to Murray State
. University to fund their Telecommunications
Network.
F applaud the -leadership of the. Calloway,-, County Democratic
Executive Committees public endorsement of Tom Barlow for.
Congress, Torn -Barlow -is -a good;-honest- mart -wholias-shown;his
commitment to the.--pcople of this district. I find it disturbing that Mr.
Fandrich or anyone would question the loyalty of the members Of the
Democratic Committee, Who have sp'ent years working for Murray and
Calloway County.
I urge your support for Tom Barlow on November 8th. '
Alberta Korb
'
26 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY 42071

Agreement helps students
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Managing Editor

ALICE ROUSE
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Dear Editor:
,
- Graduates of-certain programs at WestX). Traria east now
• some college credit from Murray State University for their hard work at
the Vocational School.
This agreement is for students that choose to add more academic
educationto thcircompletcd hands•ron studies at Ky.Tech. Ourstudents
are fully trained and guaranteed ready for -thc_work world when they
graduate; therefore, they don't have to take advantage- of this pact.
However, any student who wishes to take part in this Opportunity will
add to a more qualified workforce for Kentucky and that, in turn, is
important.to economic development.
Every student In the Ky. Tech system should have the same
advantages that our students have with the new MSU agrestrient and the
existing accords that were established earlier with SIU and Shawnee
Communiiy College. Similar arrangements should be available across
the state with tbc UK Community College System. It should be noted that
MSU and the Ky.Tech system is approved by the Southern Association
' •
'
of College's and Schools,
The UK system is accredited by the same association, and yet The
community olleges say that they can work- with Its only On a-limited
basis. In a public hearing before the Goverrairs _Council on Vocational
Education this spring, I pointed this out: The Cliair.-an einpltiyee otthe two post
Ashland pa, said he thoUght that it v• as sily-tha"
•
secondary systems could not work closer together. - •
The Paducah Sun editorial of‘Sept. 25, applauded Ky. Tech for taking
the initiative to improve the pOsition outs student s. and applauded MSU
for accepting the proposal. It is time the K Community College system
stood- with its post secondary ally, West Ky. I ech, and economic
development; then, they too will hear the applatiw of the-entire
Commonwealth of Kentucky.
. Eugene Evans, Jr.
.
Minh Instructor, West Ky. Tech
- 236 Mohawk Dr., .Piklocah, KY .4200!
•

Eleven-and-a-half. Too young
for boys, too old for dolls. She
Smiles cheerfully at the camera,
cradling the baby's head in her right
arm while encircling the rest of the
infant protectively with her left.
She wears a plaid-cotton dress with a
white border around the collar, and
the rubberbands that keep her long
braids tightly plaited are concealed
with matching ribbons.
At her age,she is really too young
for babysitting; nevertheless, she
stands orr the front lawn of
house in Woodbridge holding me,
herbrand new baby sister. My eyes
are closed and" my tiny fists are
'clenched, but I am not asleep. I am
frowning; I look worried. Perhaps it
is because at six weeks I am left to
the care of my oldest sister, and My
mother is. now ere in sig
The shadows of late afternoon
stretch across the -yard behind us,
and•the rest of-the neighborhood is a
blur of..hedges and trees. Most
tri.ely, it is my brother Roger whc.
took the picture, so it is he that
AudreY grins at. One of his friends,
a kid from the neighborhood,stands
next to us, but he is nearly invisible.
You can make out three of his
fingers in the bottom left corner. If
you happen to miss them, the note
on the back of the picture points it

•

Constance Alexander
LLedger & Thes coltunni4t
out: "That hand is Billy Shiner's."
The handwriting is my sister's,
since she also took over the task of
kee in m bab book when,our
mo er was una c to manage it.
There were a lot of things Mother
couldn't manage in those days.
Once, years later, when I asked my
mother how she felt about having
her last child so late in life, she said:
"With four other children and your
have the strength to take care of
you."
According to family history, Audrey wag in charge most ottlic time
during my early childhood. I don't
remember her much; except when
she scrubbed my face. I was sure she
was-geing-tetwi-stit-off with thelast
turn of the witSfiehith. And when
she clipped my nails she cropped
them to the quick, so they throbbed
for-a week until it was tune to do it
again.

Serving as surrogate mother
wasn't -easy, and Audrey was -not
always up to the job. There was the
time that she took me on a walk in
rand forgarterstrap matt
properly. A fiercely devoted reader,
she had taken a book along with her
so-she Could read as she pushed the
carriage. So engrossed was she in
the story that she did not notice,
after going over a bump, that I had
and was swaping my forehead on the sidewalk,
tethered, by only one strap like a
baby bungee jumper. We laugh
about it now,but at the time Audrey
was soundly punished: She admits
it was hard -not to resent the endless
burden of taking care of younger
siblings, bat is also quick to-remind
-me, "You were-like my own real
baby doll."
Audrey was the oldest, the'one
my mother described as "brainy."
Setting the standard for the rest of us

-- academically and otherwise -- it
was she who cleared the difficult
path from childhood -to maturity
first, ahead of the rest-of-us. When
she fell in love and brought her
future husband home to meet the
family for the first time, she was
patient when her youngest sister
also fell in love with him and
dogged his every step. .Audrcy
finally put her foot down,however,
when I nearly follower:Militate the
.bathroom, so blinded was I by my
adulation.
She wavalso good hurnor4xlat ray - reaction to her first baby, who was
born when I was just 10. "Oh,
Audrey," 1 moaned when I saw
Susie the first day she was home
from the hospital. "She's so ugly!"
On Thursday, my sister Audrey
celebrates her 60th birthday. As I
ponder that mystery,lam stunned at
how swiftly the time has passed. It
seems like just yesterday that she
was burning the vegetables- with
maddening regularity, and arguing
with her sloppy roommate,my sister
Pamela, about which side of the
bedroom was hers.
Today Audrey is a grandmother
and a widow, words that capture the
yin and yang of a life. To me,she'll
always---be•rthe' oldest. And the
smartest. The one who has read the
most books.
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KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
The Paducah Sun
A Kentucky jury's demonstrated desire to impose a harsher penalty than the law apparently will allow suggests a gap between
communities and their state government.
The cast-involved the 1993 slaying of a University of Kentucky
student from Paducah, Thomas Robinson. The Fayette County jury,
by stacking sentences for .six related crimes and recommending
they be served consecutively, in effect would give Richard Staton a
cumulative prison, sentence of 100 years.
Two of the sentences were life without parole for 25 years/for
murder and kidnapping. Others were 20 years each for burglary and
robbery and five years each for two counts of credit-card fraud.
This much is clear. The jury wants Staton to be in prison a long,
long time. He presumably will be there for at least 25 years, bit(

after that. ...
One obstacle to the 100-year total sentence, according to one
legal authority, is a state prohibition against consecutive life terms.
Another might be the state Supreime Court decision holding that by
definition, "life" is the longest possible sentence regardless of the
number of years a jury might impose. That means parole eligibility
can Texceed 12 years in most cases, or 25 in capital cases, as in the
one at hand. ...
• Our main point is that we wouldn't be having these discussions
if the General Assembly would fix the violent-crime statutes in
light of the Supreme Court decision mentioned above. It's ridiculous that Kentucky has no penalty short of the electric chair that
guarantees that a,criminal won't be released in 12 years in most
cases or 25 years in the most grievous ones. ...
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abbie vs. a--cheat: Guess who wins?
Here arc the facts of a simple case
to test how well you understand our
justice system. You be the judge
and jury.
It is well after midnight, and two
young men are standing outside a
bar that is a popular college campus
drinking spot.
The two men, both 21, are students. -They have been drinking
- 1:Tern-rid-talking-to their pals in thebar. -Notv they want tp move on to an
apartment where they believe a
good party is going _on.
They wave to a cab. It stops; they
get in and give the driver the flame
of an apartment complex about five
minutes away.
`ATter the cab is moving, One of
them tells the other that he is fiat
broke. He won't be able to pay for
the ride. The other says he is broke,
So they agree that when the cab
gets to their -destination, they will
just jump out and run.
And that is what they do,gOintin
different directions.
,But the cabdriver; also a'young
man,isn't going lobe cheated mit of
his money. He jumps out of the car
and chases one of the Men.
As they run; the driver shoini'at
the cheat to. stop. But he keeps
going.
The cabdriver gets closer,and the
cheat stumbles on a curb and falls.
The cabdriver grabs him :ahd they
roll on the pavement and throw a
few purities;doing little harm. This
is witnessed by a couple of female
students who happen to be driving
by, and they-phone for the police.
But before the Nike arrive, the
cabdriver wins the wrestling match
and winds up.sitting on tow_
He &Minds payment, but the
cheat says he is broke and shows
him his empty wallet.
The cabdriver notices that the
cheat is wearing a wristwatch. He
says hewill take the watch,turn it in
. to his manager,and the cheat can get
- it back when he shows up and pays

r

right to touch him. Once the two
lunks were out of the cab and
running, thore was nothing the
driver could do except yell to a cop,
ssuming that a cop happened to be
passing by at that moment. Or he
could go to a police station and
report it, which would not accomplish • much besides creating more _
paperwork.

ROYKO SAYS

Mike Royko
Syndicated

columnist

for the ride.
Taking the watch, the driver
leaves. He still has a few hours to
work.
And when he finishes, he turns in
the watch and reports the incident to
his boss.
Meanwhile, the police arrive ar
the scene and find the stsidentsining.
on the pavement, moaning in pain.
It appears that he broke his ankle
•
when he tripped.
At first he tells the polite-he was
assaulted by a stranger. But he.
finally tells the truth - that he and his
pal tried to run off without paying
for a cab ride.
He also says that the driver beat
him up. However, an examination
at a hospital shows that the broken
ankle is his only visible injury.
The police ask if he wishes,. to
bring an assault charge against the
driver. He declines.
So, you be the legal experts and
-decide: What should be done to the
• young man?
Should he be charged with theft
...of services for not paying the tab?

Or is his broken ankle adequate
punishment?
Should he- get his wristwatch
back without paying? Or should he
be required:to-pay the fare, plus a
penalty for stress _he__ caused the
driver? And the cleaning-bill for the
grunge marks On the driver's jacket
'
31.14,11lOttscrs9
If.you answered yes to any of
these questions,• it proves that you
arc not a lawyer. You arc looking at
the hole, not the tasty part of the
.
doughnut.
Here is what actually happened in
Lansing, Mich., where this all happened to a former Chicagoan,Steve
Grob, the cabdriver.
The young man with the broken
ankle eventually talked to a lawyer
and they decided that he was the
,victim of injustice. In America
today, who ain't?
And under-the law,they appear to
be right. •
_
The law says that the cabdriver
should-not haVe- r.liased thc-r5ung
man for his money. And he had n )

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our 'Perspective" page by writing letters to di editor. We
print letters on a variety or topics, provided they comply with the fol- lowing guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
he more than 5(X) words. Letters should be typewritten and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.
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So they sued, saying it was the
fault of the cabdriver that the young
man broke his ankle and suffered all
sorts of _pain, suffering, anguish,
torment 'and other miseries that
would probably haunt-him the rest
of his life.
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Of course, they didn't sue the
cabdriveciince most have a !can
net worth. Instead they sued the cab
company, which is where the bucks
were.

an

There may have been a time,now
'fang past, when the cab company
would have scoffed and said: "You
were the thief. You were the one
stewed on beer, which the hospital
records show. So it was your own dishonesty and stupid behavior that
caused your broken ankle. So letus
tell it all to a jury and judge."
But not in this society of victims.
When an elderly woman can be
awarded $2.9 million from a fastfood chain because she spilled.her
own hot Coffee on her own lap while '
riding in her own car, you don't
know what might happen in court.
So the cab company lawyers
decided to settle for about $16,000.
And the cabdriverhailte,dig inro
his pocket to cover his legal fees.
•
"They told me I was,prettylucky
to get off that cheap," he says. "Can
. you imagine that ?"
We don't need imagination anymore. Reality is weird enough.
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Green receives award
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*Henry Noble Farris

Owen K. Garland
The funeral for Owen K. Garland was Monday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Roth Funeral Home, Paducah. The Rev. Erby Reed officiattd," Burial was in Woodlawn Memorial Gardens, Paducah.
Mr. Garland, 73, Paducah, died Saturday. Oct. 29. 1994, at 3:52
am. at. Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
He was the soil of the late Felix. Andrew Jackson Garland and Maggie Spree Garland. Also preceding hirn-in,tieath were three sons, Den-Ails Owen Garland, Jackie R. Garland and Ricky Don Garland; three
brothers; three grandsons.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mildred Garland; three daughters,
Mrs.. Nancy Brittain,. Murray, Mrs. _Barbara Pomeroy, Clarksville,
Tenn., and Mrs. Helen CanIpbell, Paducah; nine sons, Gaylon Garland, Paducah, Warren Arant, Benton, Mo., Marvin Reynolds, Melber,
Jerry Reynolds, Boaz, Eugene Reynolds, Lone Oak, Paul Reynolds,
Mayfield, Larry Reynolds, Marco Island, Fla., Terry Reynolds, Richmond, Va., and Terry Reynolds, Atlanta, Ga.; three sisters, Mrs. Dora
7ope, Murray, Mrs. Euzella Sparks, Michigan, and Mrs. Alice Peuse,
-lighland, Ind.; one brother, Jack Garland, Arizona; 31 grandchildren;
18 great-grandchildren.

Henry Noble Farris, 88, a life-long resident of Murray, died Monday. Oct. 31, 1994, at 6:25 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
A Navy veteran of World War II, he was a member of First Baptist
Church, Murray. He was former owner and distributor of Phillips 66
Oil Company iood Service Station.
Born Sept. 12, 1906, he was the son of the late-Henry A. Parris and
Susie Knight Farris. One sister, Rose Pearce, preceded him in death.
Waggoner and
Survivors inclode two daughters. Mrs. Frances
Mrs. Jean Lindsey..both of Murray; one son, Max Farris, Montreal,
Canada; one sister, Mrs. Elaine Farris lierzog, White Plains, N.Y.;
three brothers, R. Floyd Farris and J. Bradley Farris, Tolsa, Okla., and
Prentice Farris, Hot Springs, Ark.; six grandchildren, Diane Denham,
Tulsa, Okla., Phyllis Lindsey, Evansville, Ind.,. Douglas Lindsey,
Mayfield, Mary Woolridge, Murray, and San Son Farris and Shasha
Farris, Montreal; several nieces and nephews.
Graveside services will be Thursday at 10 a.m. at Murray City
Cemetery. The Rev. David Montgomery and the Rev. Ann Marie
Montgomery will officiate.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 4 to 7 p.m.
Wednesday.
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Services for Mrs. Dorothy K..Fairchild will be at Oaklawn Cemetery, Dwight, Ill. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home had charge of local
arrangements.
Mrs. Fairchild, M3 Murray, feemerlY
Joliet, Hi- died SwidsY,.
Oct. 30, 1994, at 3 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Harrie J. Fairchild, preceded her in death. Born Aug.
27, 1911, in Dwight, 1117 she was the daughter of the late Ernest
Ketch and Clhoe Meier Ketch.
Survivors include one son, Doug Fairchild and wife, Donna, Murray; two. grandchildren, Scott Fairchild, Detroit, Mich., and Kristen
Fairchild -Sargent._ Murray.

Funeral rites for Miss Patricia Lee Reed will be Wednesday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Layne
„Shangin will. officiated. Burial will follow in Barnett Cemetery in
Marshall County.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Miss Reed, 29: Elizabethtown; formerly of Calloway County, died
Sunday. Oct. 30, 1994, at 5 p.m. at Hardin County Hospital,
Elizabethtown. Survivors include her mother, Mrs. Edna Reed, Hardin; her father,
Claris Reed, Rt. 6, Benton; five sisters, Mrs. Linda Cook, ElizabethM.
-town, Mis. ShirlcyrHgidirg and Ms.-13-syte-Reed,ftt-. 10,
Joetta Reed, Hardin, and Mrs. Bonnie McKinney, Aurora; two
brothers, Gerry Reed, Rt. 1, Hazel,. and Randall Reed, Hardin.

- Mrs. Dula Sheppard Wilson
The funeral for Mrs.-Dula Sheppard Wilson will be today at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Al Cobb,
the Rey. Willard Davis and the Rev. James Tharp will officiate.
Nephews will serve as pallbearers and burial will be in Union Ridge
Cemetery in Marshall County.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
donations to Mid-Continent Baptist Bible College, Mayfield.
Mrs. Wilson, 78, Mills Manor,Nursing Home, Mayfield, died Sunday, Oct. 30, 1994, at 9:55 a.m, at the home.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Arlie Sheppard; her
second husband, Smith Wilson; one son, Wayne Sheppard; her
parents, Jim Richardson and Victoria Newton Richardson; two sisters;
three brothers:
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Sarah McClure, Mayfield; one
son, the Fey. John Sheppard, Lynn Grove; one sister, Mrs. Mary Henson, Benton; three grandchildren; five great-grandchildren,
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Jennifer Jones, a senior at Calloway County High School, has been
named Student of the Week. The daughter of Barton and Brenda Jones,
she enjoys swimming and spending time with her friends. She serves
as president of Future Homemakers of America and Is a committee
chairman for Future Business Leaders of America. Pictured (from left)
CCHS Principal Jerry Ainley, Jones, James Hart of Century 21-Loretta
Jobs Realtors, and Greg Delaney of WSJP.
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Mrs. Maud Heflin
Final rites for Mrs. Maud Heflin were Monday at p.m. in the
chapel of Bym Funeral Home, Mayfield. John Hoover officiated. Burial was in Johnson Brothers Cemetery at Boaz.
Mrs. Heflin, 98, former resident of Graves County, died Saturday,
Oct. 29, 1494, at -2:10 p.m. at Life Care center of Paducah..
She was preceded in death by her husband, Dell Heflin, and one
son, Ivie Fane (Frank) Heflin. Born Aug. 1, 1896, in Kentucky, she
was the daughter of the late John A. Harris and Mattie York Harris.
Survivors include her datighter-in-law, Mrs. Ida Heflin Nichols; two
grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren; two great-greatgrandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
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Representatives from .Kentucky
Housing Corporation (KHC) will
conduct a seminar on a new program called Repair Affair at the'
Center for Accessible Living in
. Murray.
Repair Affair is a volunteer dri•
ven 'program designed to help
homeowners who lack resources to
repair their homes. It also provides
an opportunity for people who want
to help others, but can only.volunteer one or two.days a year to do sp.
To implsment this program
statewide, KHC will be selecting
cities to become pilot Repair Affair
.projects-. Each city selected will
receive a Sclak grant to hold
--repair Affair Events to repair as
many homes as"therhave materials
and volunteers to'irdMriltte.

The field representative will be in
Murray at the Center for Accessible
Living on Nov. 21 at '1 pm. to
discuss this program. Representa,'
fives from local church groups,
businesses, banksand civic organirations are invited to attend as well
as_ any:other interested parties.
The Center for Accessible Living
provides services to persons who
have disabilities -in the Western
Kentucky area. One of the biggest
issues faced by our consumers is the
need for ramps,home modifications
and repairs, which most cannot
afford.
For additional information, call
Betty Blanton with KHC at (502)
-593-3607 or Jeanne Gallimore with
Center for Accessible Living at
(502) 753-7676;

0 ,.
Dear Editor:
I would like to estend a very special drank you to the Physical Therapy
.Department-at-Murray-Calloway County Hospital for the recent fundraiser
they held for our center on Oct.. 18.
The money raised will go into a fund to assist individuals with disabilities
who need home mddification such as ramps, rails or grab-bait.
This money Is greatly appreciated not only by the Center for Accessible
Living staff butalso by our consumers: This willenable them to lead a more
independent life.
Jeanne M. Gallimore, director
C'efiler for Accessible Living
1304-U Chestnut, Street, Murray, Ky.
v-67
6
ft
41
'Weijolyir ----, 711
-4
.
WItkrAlliraln

Henry Yacek (left), from the Woodlands Nature Center at Land Between
the Lakes, holds a snake while students from Murray Christian
Academy examine It. Pictured are Denver Moss (second from left),
Becky O'Neill and Crystal Pugh.

▪

An Oak Tree
—Stands As
A Symbol
of our
Service To You
We are local people you
know and truer. We Izate
how to providefamilies with
quality service, yet be [less
-it their
ble enough to me
changing needs. We adnure
the oak's stability and flext
batty. It symbolizes that we
stand on the strength of our
service at Miller funeral
home.

4
/ /7
Miller Funeral Homes Family includes. Kenny Imes, Funeral. Director•
Embalmer; Dwane Jririet, Funeral Director, Thelma Muller, Funeral Directer;
Mary Beth Inert, Funeral Director, Damon Mathis, Funeral Director
limttalmer; Gene Miller, Amiga/it and Ricky Garlind, Apprentice.
•

variety of seafoods on our grand buffet every Tues.,
Wed., 8 Thurs for only $5.49 (seniors $4.99). Served 4-8 p.m.
Fabulous Seafood Buffet Fn. & Sat.

Enjoy a

F;t1
4

Chg

753-4141
Open Thes.
Thru Sat.
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People, First
741 2. Quaker Oats
7134 ScherinOoligh
49 •
Scars
64'ni
Tesaco
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Time Warner
UST
Wal-Mart
'Hilliard Lyons isa market maker in this
stock
URC pr,cts unchanged

Court Square •
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Add coral
I-!orrnauon
Avallable
tJK,r9 Request
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LS 2.3 340400 lbs.....
li•urs Ill; 58 17.50
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Murray-Calloway County
Heating & Cooling
-Central Heat & Air Installation
'Residential & Conimercial
Insulation
•TVA financing available

FREE ESTIMATES
Located In Olympic Plaza

(502) 759-4459
If you own
rental property,
Shelter has k
polky which will
- - protect your
property,
business liability,
loss of rent Income.
and other covermes
you naily need.

quo

WWI

Ask about oar
Apartment Owners/
Rental Dv/tains Fairy

Harold "Jack- Romaine
Ucensed In KY I IN
759-1033 or 753.0873
401 5. 12th St Murray

403.

HILUARD
LYONS

Ow Best Investment Is You.
..9 01 ird C..yoc. in • brnae an 1-4 SP:

Well always be there for you.

•

Shelter Insurance Cos Honue Offker Coltrnhla

-1
cD
36 month-- Jump Up CD
If ratesjump up, so can yours!
•If rates go up,you have a one=time opportunity to
Jump Up to a.,higher Republic 36 Month rate fbr the balance of your term. '
•$500 minimurfi deposit; available for IRAs

6.25% APY - 24 Month Jump Up CD
also available

REPUBLIC
Savings Bank
1201 Main Street
Murray. KertvCky
759-1630
44

We Welcome Your Ch;istmas Parties
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Price
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Letter of Appreciation

GRAND
BUFFET
SPECIAL
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Inveutments Since 1854

Miss Patricia Lee Reed

3ver,

:

11.1,

SCil hit C/i 01. 1.2-N1..1

Uhum:i1,- said Ss- liuster.
received the Kentucky PsycholtIgi' Green-tend he is Vt'f‘'
1994: DiStincal
being chosen !or. the
guishod Citizen Award, which honors those who have made significanti important that K.
contributions to the field of psy, child-safety- lav,s
chology and mental health in the , said This is a senou,
that 1 and. other- nienibers of di.
_Green received the award forbis Legislature feel strongly about.'
-efTtirg"•frriviirtf 'Inertia
health in the Commonwealth, sail Senate Business and Organization,
lii.
KPA executive director Sheila • and Professidos Committee. mut
SCArisTer.
Fulton. Gras e,, I lickrn. •
"Citizens, are fortunate to have
Sen. Jeff Green, who has made such and Tri;g. counties. He ha,
a strong investment in meeting the resented the INt
needs of children in Kentucky, since 1992
particularly those who hav_e_been

:ill North 4t6 Si,..? • Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753 4612
Hazel. KY • 492 8758
We stand an the strength of our storms

675'. anqual percentage yield (APY)offered as of 10-30.94 625'u APY offered
as of 10-2194 $500 minimum deposit Substantial penally for early withdrawal
Affiliated with the Kentucky owned, stetewhie Republic group of banks.
Member
Bagdad•Benton•Bowling GreeneElizabethtown•FiaoktorKexington
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toutsville•Maylields,MurrnrOwentsboro•Peducan.Shelovvier
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MURRAY

TODAY
Greer named winner
Greer, daughter of Jimmy
'
,
• 1•,•,N y Greer of Rt. 2, MurA.,, named District 1 winner

in the Kentucky Farm Bureau
Variety Show. held recently at
Graves County High School.
Miss Greer performed a gospel
Vocal selection and was awarded
$75 for her first-place finish by
the Kentucky Farm Bureau Insurance Companies.
She will represent the First
District at the state competition
tosbe held Dec. 7 at the Kentucky
Farm Bureau Federation's annual
convention in Louisville.

Glendale plans special classes
Glendale Road Church of Christ announces the beginning of a new
series of"12 Steps" classes. The sessions will be each Wednesday at 7
p.m. in the church auditorium, 1101 ,Glendale Road. The first session
will be Wednesday. Nov. 2, and will continue for 12 weeks with John
Dale, pulpit minister at Glendale, as the teacher. "We're inviting anyone who sees the need for help,'whether in the area of alcohol, other
drugs, smoking, food, work, pornography, anxiety, shopping, preoccu'
/ Dale said. The
pation, sex, gambling, money, anger — you name it,
format for the class is an adaptation of The time-honored principles of
the "Twelve Steps of Alcoholics Anonymous." The public is invited.

Bryce Thomas
Mills is born
at Vanderbilt
Mr. and Mrs. Brian T. Mills of
Old Hickory, Tenn., are the
parents of a son, Bryce Thomas
Mills, born on Monday, Oct. 24,
1994, at)4:21 p.m. at Vanderbilt
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
—
ba by ,
- w-eigh-ed--e-i-gb-tpounds seven ounces and mea,sured 21 inches. The mother is
the former Stacey Lee Paschall. •
Grandparents are Gedric and
Norma Paschall of Murray and
Tom and Jean Mills of Madisonville. Great-grandparents are Mrs.
Rubie Elkins of Almo and the
late Oralee Elkins; Mrs. Agnes
Adel Mills of Madisonville and
the late Walter (W.T.) Mills;
Mrs. Mildred Robinson of Paducah and the late Victor Robinson;
and the late Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Paschall.

Kari Greer

We can provide information and coverage for your

FA
INSURANCE
Ask about Shelter's
LIFE, CAR. HOME,
BUSINESS
coverages too
Harold "Jack' Romaine
Licensed In KY & TN
759.1033 or 753.0873
401 S. 12th St • Murray

VOLUNTEER
1-800-LUNG-USA

always be there for you.
",iraoce C. Home Office. Columtla. MO

. of;
AMEIUCAN LUNG ASSOCIA

Wanted - BINGO Players
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

Every Friday at 7 p.m.
$1,000 Letter H Jackpot!!!
• 14 Games - $100 Each

$500 Jackpot Each Week
•

-er "H" - 30 Numbers or. Less Pays $1,000!
(Consolation Prize - mo)
Games - Double Bingo pays 60%, 75%, and 90%

'National Guard Armory
Hwy 121 North, Murray, Ky.

Frigidaire
Undercounter Dishwasher

Need Line needs items for pantry
Need Line has issued a new list of items needed for the pantry to
prepare food sacks for clients. Items especially. needed at this time
include crackers, powdered milk and instant potatoes. These may be
taken to the Need Line office, located on the ground,floor of Weaks
Community Center, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.
For more information call 753-6333.

North meeting will be tonight
North Calloway Elementary School will have a Parent Forum/PTO
meeting tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30 p.m. at the school. This will be to
get input for qualities of a new principal. All interested persons are
invited.

Tammy Ann Mahan and
Michael Allen Lax to marry

Mahan-Lax wedding Alpha Mu will meet tonight
vows to be said Dec. 23

Alpha Mu #4760, 1-Ipsilon Sigma Alpha International Sorority, will
meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. at the home of Jean Lewis, 1623
Olive St., Murray. All members are urged to attend.

Mr. and Mrs. James S. Mahan of Hazel announce the engagement
and approachirrg marriage of their daughter, Tammy Ann Mahan, to
Michael Allen Lax, son .of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Lax of Murray.
Miss Mahanis the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Euel
Erwin of Hazel and of Mrs, Dot Mahan of Murray and the late J.R.
Mahan.
Mr. Lax is the grandson of Mrs. Hilda Holloway and the late Robert
Holloway of Sedalia and of Mrs. Eva Lax and the late Robert Lax of
New Concord.
The bride-elect is a 1991 graduate of Calloway County High
School. She is presently attending Murray State University and is
employed by Pagliai's of Murray.
The groom-elect is a 1990 graduate of Cafloway County High
School. He is employed as a carpenter.
The wedding vows will be exchanged at South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church, Hazel, on Friday, Dec. 23, at 7 p.m.
A reception will follow in the Fellowship Hall of the church.
Only out-of-town invitations will be 'sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend.

Volunteers are needed
The Rev. Kerry Lambert,
chairman of The Salvation
Army's Christmas Appeal, is currently looking for clubs, organizations and student groups who
would like to donate their time to
ring bells during the Christmas
season.
The trademark red kettle will
be stationed at Wal-Mart starting
the Friday after Thanksgiving for
five consecutive weekends as
well as the evenings of the week
before Christmas.
A plaque will be awarded to

the highest collection received by
a community organization or club
and a university or student
organization.
If you are interested, call Rev.
Lambert at 753-6565.

Book Fair planned at MMS
Murray Middle School will sponsor a Book Fair on Thursday and
Friday, Nov. 3 and 4. On Thursday from 6:30 to 8 p.m. all parents and
interested persons are urged to meet ,in the MMS auditorium. PTO
will provide a chance for parents and interested persons to meet the
candidates running for Murray Board of Education. Refreshments will
be provided and persons may also visit the Book Fair.

Lewis Trust Fund at Bank of Murray
A trust fund has been establised at the Bank of Murray for Chelsey
Lewis, five-month-old daughter/of Tim Lewis and Amanda Lewis-who
died Oct. 26 after a short illness. Serving as trustees of the account are
Joe Hedges, manager of Murray State University. News Bureau, and
Anne Adams, execntive director of Murray Tourism Commission.'
Donations may be Mailed to either Adams or Hedges or directly to the
Bank of Murray, P.O. Box 1080, Murray, KY 42071. Amanda worked
as a secretary at the News Bureau and the Chamber of Commerce and
was a nursing student at MSU.

Special class at Murray High School
During homeroom and activity periods for the first four Wednesdays in November, medical personnel will be talking with Murray
High School students on body education and safety. These sessions
will cover topics such as sexually transmitted diseases, reproductive
system, body safety, etc. Only one grade level per Wednesday will
participate, starting with freshmen on Nov. 2. Announcements were
sent home Oct. 26, and parents who do not wish their students to
attend should return the form by today, Nov. 1.

Voter regulations listed

SNAP

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
KENTUCKY GAMUT FOR HUMAN RESOURCES
S.."

Absentee voters in Murray and Calloway County will be able to
vote from now through Nov. 7 from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at the Calloway County Clerk's office on the second floor of the county courthouse. Today, Nov. 1, is the last day to apply for an absentee ballot
unless a medical emergency occurs and the special form will be
needed. For more :nformation call the clerk's office at 753-3923.

Pet Therapy on Thursday

ASHLEY

Pet Therapy will be Thursday, Nov. 3, at 3 p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library. This is open to all interested persons.

Wood Stoves - Fireplace Inserts
WOod & Coal Furnaces
-

Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursay,
Nov. 3, at 1 p.m. at the club house. Dr. Harold Eversmeyer, retired
biology professor of Murray State University, will speak about "Bird
Watch." Donations for Nv.A.T.C.H. will be taken. Hostesses will be
Eva Morris, Ann Jeffords, Robbie Uddberg„,. Lurline Billington and
Clover Cotbam.

Garden Department will meet

LifeHouse plans banquet

'America's Favorite House Warmer'

Frigidaire

Gas Heating Stoves By:
Atlanta - Empire - Warm Morning

LifeHouse Care Center for Women will have its annual banquet on
Saturday, Nov. 5, at 6:30 p.m. at Curris Center ballroom, Murray
StafFUniversity. Gianna Jesson, 16, Nashville; Tenn., will be speaker,
and Ron Beaton of Paducah will be master of ceremonies. For more
information or to make reservations call 753:0700 or 1-800-467-7172:

I Parent-Teacher Conferences
Calloway

County High School

R 3M

Thursday, November 3rd • 3 p.m. - 6 p.m.

Only $299
• Lnergy-saving air dry option
• 4 wash cycles
• Push button/dial controls
• Soft food disposer
• Available in white, black or almond

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
CASH & CARRY
753-1713
Court Square - Murray

-Also AvailableVented &,
Unvented
Gas Logs

RENTAL SALES

CENTER
200 E.

Main Mutroy

7538201

- Also An organizational meeting for
the NEW Parent Volunteers
Committee will be held at 5:30
in the cafeteria.
- Refreshments Served -
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Brandon reappointed

CALENDAR
Tuesday, Nov. 1
MSU Rodeo Booster Club/7. 30
p m /Expo Center conference room.
Info/Gary Lawson/489-2227.
W•ight Manag•ment Class/7
pm /12th Street YMCA, Murray
Info/759-9622
Murray Middle School Site-based
Decision Making Council/7:30
p m /Room 109/school
Calloway-County Band Boosters/5'30
p m /Sirloin Stockade
Calloway County Genealogical
Society/4 p m./Annex of Calloway
County Public Library.
Southwest Calloway Curriculum and
Instruction Committee and Discipline
Committee of SBDMC/6 p.m./school.
' Technology Committee of Calloway
,County High School SBDC/4
p.m./Room 409 of school.
Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's Club/6 30 p m./club house.
Free blood pressure checks/noon-2
p in
Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
Singles Organizational Society
ISOS)/7 p al./Chamber ,of Commerce
Info/Jeanne, 753-0224 or Linda,
437-4414.
Murray Optimist Club/6:30 p.m.
Bingo/7 p m./Knights of Columbus
building
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
Murray TOPS Club, Kentucky #34,
First Presbyterian Church/6 p.m.
Hardin TOPS Chapter Men's Night/7
p m./Hardin Library.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m /American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray.
Cancer Support Group/3 p.m./private
ning_toom_of Murray-Calloway Cotin
ty Hospital.
First Baptist Church events include
Kathleen Jones Group w/Leone
Travis/2 p.m ; Bea Walker Group w/
Mary Ann Russell/7 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include A Weigh to Win/6:30
p.m./Gleason Hall; MSU Bible
Study/8:15 pm /Newman Hall.
Murray Moose Lodge events include
Officers meeting/7 p.m., regular
meeting/8 p m.
Murray High School events include
Academic Team at Caldwell County w/
Crittenden County/4:15 p.m.
Last day to apply for spring 1995
Minority Teacher Education Scholarship Info/762-3225.
Associate and Baccalaureate degree
applications for May 1995 grPduation
due today in Admissions and Registrar's office, Sparks Hall, Murray
State.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 1 .30-4:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum open/9
am -4 30 pm. Info/762-3383.
Wednesday, Nov. 2
Jackson Purchase Doll Club/11:30
a.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Piggly Wiggly, Murray, from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30
to 3 p.m.
A.A. meeting for disabled and nondisabled persons/6 p.m./Center for
Accessible Living. Info/753-7676.
Senior Golf Group/9 a.m./Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
Oaks Country Club ladies' events
include bridge/9:30 a.m.
Murray Country Club ladies' events
include bridge/9:30 a.m.
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9:30
a.m. and Story Hour/10:30 a.m.
Weeks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities. Pinochle
Club/1 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Board of Calloway County Public
Library/4.30 p.m.
New Life Christian Center study/7
p.m./1619 Martin's Chapel Rd.
Community Baptist Church events
include prayer meeting/6
p.m./Dixieland Shopping Center.
St. Leo's Catholic Church events
include Teen Life/7 p.m.; MSU
Cookout/5 p.m
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Holy Eucharist/5:15 p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
Evang'blism Committee/noon; Super
Wednesday dinner/5:30 p.m.; Bible
Classes and Singles Support Group/6
p m Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
Oak Grove Baptist Church prayer
meeting and. Young Peoples'
Class/6.30 p m
Eastwood Baptist Church
service/7:30 p in
Dexter Baptist Church Bible
.Study/6.30 p.m
Sugar Creek Baptist Church
Study/7 30 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church events
include business meeting/7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include RAs, GAs, prayer meeting/7
P.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church events include Cordelia Erwin Circle/1:30 p.m./church;
Small Prayer Group/7 p.m.

mi

Wednesday, Nov. 2
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer/10
a m.; Children's Music, Grades
1-6/345 p.m.; Koinonia Kids, grades
K-4 and Staff-P„arish Relations
Committee/5 p.m., Turner Covenant
Prayer/6 p.m.; Adult Handbell
Choir/6:15 p.m.; Chancel Choir
rehearsal/7:30 p.m.
Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road
Church of Christ
University Church of Christ events
include Bible classes/7 p.m
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 830 a.m. to 12.30 p m and 130
to 4:30 p.m.

Wednesday, Nov. 2
First Presbyterian Church events
include ARK and WOW/5 p m , Choir
Practice/6 30 p.m.; Outreach
Committee,7.30 pm
Grace Baptist Church events include
Awana Club, Youth Bible .Study,
College,Career Bible Study, Adult
Bible Study/7 p m
Luncheon by Department of Family
ancV Consumer Studies/11:30
Towers dining room, Murray
'a
State, Reservations/762-3387.
Saxophone recital by E. Berry Kidd/8
p m.iFarrell Recital Hall, Price Doyle
Fine- Arts Center, Murray State. No
admission charge.

m./Twin

First Baptist Church events include
Friendship International/9 a.m ,
Ladies' Bible Study/10 am Fellowship Supper/5:30 p.m.; Library
open/6 15 p m.: Children's Choirs,
Adult I Marriage Ennchment,---Youth.
Bible Studies, Praisel/6:30 P.m.;
_meeting/6:45 _g.m.;
Choir/7:45 p.m.
National Boy, Scout Museum'open 9
a m.-430 p m. Info/762-3383
Mery Griffin Theater/3'45 p.m /across
from Players Riverboat Casino. Metropolis, Ill. Inlo/1-800-935-7700.

PraySanctuary

er

academic programming, involves
other people with the institution,
creates goodwill and assists in
the recruiting of. gifted students.
Campbellsville College, founded in 1906, is a comprehensive
coeducation isntitution which
emphasizes liberal arts and .scjenes, business, teacher educadon
and professional studies. The college is affiliated with the Kentucky Baptist Convention and has
an 'enrollment of 1,260.

Our Biggest Jewelry Event of the Season

Now Thru Nov. 6th

50%
Off
14K GOLD

CHAINS
Plus an extra 10% off

40% Off

20% Off

Total Weight Diamonds
Plus an extra 10% off
0.

Diamond Solitaires
Plus an extra 10% off

1LE'1299
Reg. $2175
1.0 CT.T.W.

SALE'1299
Rug.$2195
1.0 CT.T.W.

SALE.599
Reg.$750
.29 CT.T.W

s 1LE 1195
Reg.$1495

Reg.$2175
1.0 CT.T.W

S1114199
Reg. B1195
.50 CT.T.W.

Sti F.'699

SALE 1199
Reg.$1195
.50 CT.T.W.

Reg $1195
.50 CT.T.W,

SALE 119.99

20% Off

Reg. 290.99. 18"

ARMITROr. LORIN DISNEY® & MORE

S 11,E '399
Reg.$695

30% Off
14 K Gold Charms

NO PI)MENTS, NO INTEREST
1411,13111, kin 1995
Garde its

ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE
11, MINIMUM FINANCE CHARGE

DEFERRED PAYMENT PLAN
Applicable to all Fine Jewelry
purchases made in JCPenney retail stores with your JCPenney
croldit card from November 3
through November 7, 1994. Upon
request only. No minimum purchase required. No payments and
no finance charges will be incurred on these Fine Jewelry
purchases until February, 1995.
Thereafter, a finance charge will
apply and the appropriate payments on these purchases will be
due. Offer does not include prior
purchases. Purchases are subject to credit approval.

1111111•11•11/01

BRIDAL

University PLua • Chestnut St.
753-1851

CAMPBELLSVILLE — Howard Brandon of Murray has been
reappointed to serve a three-year
term on the Campbellsville College Board of Advisors, according to Dr. Kenneth W. Winters,
president - of the college.
Brando was one of 46 people
reappointe to the board.
The
d of Advisors is an
organizatidn which assists and
promofes the development of
Campbellsville College, advises
the college relative to new

Million Dollar Jewelry SALE

444 ncisTRY
Pier 1 Imports is pleased
to have Robyn Meador,
bride-elect of Martin
Ridgley, join our bridal
registry by choosing
pottery & • decorative
accessories.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 1,'1994

Watch with reversible band.
Sale prices On fashion watches ellecuve through Sunday. Noveinuer ii

Store Hours
Mon -Sal 10-9
Sun 12 30-5 30

Hours
Mon -Tues.•Wed 10-e
Salon

Thurs & Fn 9.8
Sat 96. Sun 1-5
Regular prices appearing in this ad are offering prices only.
Sakes may or may not have been made at regular prices.
Percentages off represent savings on regular prices or original prices. Intermediate markdowns may have been taken on original • '
pr... Reductions OP original pnced roerchand;se effective until clock is &dieted All sales crclude JCPenney Smart Values.

Ottike Phone
759 14-00--

Catalog Prose
759-4060
1 800 222 6161

Jewelry photographs may be enlarged to show detail CT 1W stands for carat total weight Diamond sale includes only that Jewelry where diamonds constitute the.
greatest value Diamond accents may not Constitute greater value than gold t OK and 14K gold in our assortments Available only at JCPenney sixes with Fine
Jewelry Departments Merchandise shown is representative of our assortment Selection may vary by store If an itern is not available at your nearest JCPenney
store, we will gladly Order it for you Jewelry Salo prices effective Nov 1st through Nov 8th (except two day door buster;
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TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 1, 1994

College Sports magazine has ranked the Murray
State rifle team sixth in the nation in a preseason poll,
behind 'Wast Virginia, Alaska-Fairbanks, Kentucky,
Xavier and Air Force. Rounding out the top 10 are Tennessee Tech, Navy, Norwich (Vt ) and St John's

,

Today's Sport

MURRAY

PORTS

O SOCCER: Murray (B) vs Madisonville - 530
First Regan tournament at Hookinsville
• SOCCER: Calloway (G) vs Resdland - 5.30 pm
First Regan tournament at Marshall County
• SOCCER: Murray (G) vs Lone Oak - 130 p m

Three baseball players make threats
„
By RONALD BLUM
-AP Sport
_ NEW YORK/(AP) — October
ended without e World Series
and with mote ligation between
owners and st ing baseball
players.
Owners on Monday filkd an
unfair labor practice charge
against the union for alleged
threats made last week by three
— -New York players: Bobby Bonilla, John Franco and gcntt
Kamieniecki.
Franco, a free agent who was a
reliever for the Mets last season,
_was_ quoted_ as..saYinjLile wouit
use his fists against any_ player
vho broke ranks and attempted to
•

.

pla) while the union was on
strike.
Bonilla, a Mets outfielder, was
quoted as saying any player who
crossed -a picket line would "end
up in the East River.”
Kamieniecki, a Yankees pitcher,„said that afltr a settlement he
might throw at playerswho broke'
ranks.
The three are player representatives and members of the
union's executive board.
"The . abovereference threats
and other similarthreats made by
agents of the union were
intentlecLand reasonably tend, to
restrain -00- coerce major league
players," said the charge, filed

Warn 'scab' players
with the regional office of the
National Labor Relations Board.
Acting commissioner Bud
Selig declined comment and let
management negotiator Richard
Ravitch speak for owners.
"Such comments are appalling
and serve no practical purpose in
a civilized society," Ravitch
said. "The clubs have every
intent to resolve their current
labor dispute with the union at
the bargaining table. The clubs
have made no plans whatsoever
to employ -replacement players.

Nonetheless, we cannot ignore or
excuse such virulent behavior:"
Bonilla and Franco made the
remarks during an appearance to
promote a . celebrity bowling
event
Under the National Labor
Relations Act, union workers are
allowed to cross picket lines and
continue to work during a strike.
"Comments by anyone that
threaten other individuals with
harm for exercising their rights
are inaPprOpriate and -Wrong,"
said Eugene Orza, the Won's

associate general counseL "I
don't know-- if the player 4aid
what was reported. If they did
say those things, players
shouldn't say those things.
"-Second, L doubt if anyone
would find the players' association as an institution has
threatened anyone. I also think
,the filing of the charge has elements of grandstanding in it. The
clubs -no doubt are hoping to
deflect attention-away from their
own conduct in the course of the
bargaining."
On Sept. 6, the union filed an
unfair labor practice charge
against- owners °ter- $7.8 million pension contribution the

owners didn't make Aug. I. The
union claimed the payment was . _
tied to the All-Star game and
must be paid.
No negotiations are scheduled,
but mediator W.J. Usery spent
Monday at the union office, the
third day he's spent there is the
past week. Orza wouldn't
describe the discussions.
Usery, who is listening to each
side's version of baseball's labor
history, intends to meet with
management representatives
Thursday in Washington.
While the strike went through
its 81st day, Boston catcher
NI See Page 9

PRO FOOTBALL

Lady Racers rally to win
Volleyball squad
downs Tech 3-1;
now 11-1 in OVC

Green Bay
tops Chicago
33-6 Monday

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

,
•

•
•

Although nothing scary happened in Racer Arena on Halloween night, the Murray State
volleyball team managed to put
a little fright into its coach.
'We're still playing in
spurts," Murray State coach
Brenda Bowlin said after), her
team dispatched Tennessee
Tech 3-1. "We got down 10-4
in the last game, but we're finding ways to win, so I'm happy."
Other than the first game,
.Murray State got down in every
game Monday night, only to
rally' back. Murray State
defeated Tech 15-11, 15-10,
6-15 and 15-1.
"We went to get behind in
games where we should be
dominating," Bowlin said. "But,
we're finishing' strong."
Murray State was coming off
of Friday's win over Middle
Tennessee, in which the Racers
swept the Blue Raider' 3-0 in
front of the largest crowd-ever
to witness a Murray State -home
volleyball game.
"We had a great night Friday
night, and I want Lo thank the
crowd," said Bowlin, "but we
need to learn that every game is
different. Every game is a new
challenge."Senior 'Sarah . Deanvorth led •
the-Racers with a game-high 24
kills and 15 digs. It was Dearworth who-helped rally the Racers_in_lhe final game after Tech
won Game 3 15-6.
"Usually, if we get the ball to
Sarah for a couple of kills
everyone else starts playing better and follows her lead," Bowlin said.
Freshman Kristi Hoffman had
a38 assists and Elizabeth
Spomer had 21 digs. Gina Buscher also added 15 kills for the
Racers.
• Murray State ran its record to
16-10 overall and remained in

AP Top 25

Family wants Curry
to-stay at Kentucky
By MIKE EMBRY
Al? Sports Writer

STEVE PARKER/Ledger 11 Times photo

Murray State senior Sarah Dearworth prepares for the kill in Monday night's 3-1 win over Ohio Valley
Conference toe Tennessee Tech in Racer Arena. Dearworth had 24 kills and 15 digs as the Lady Racers
moved to 11-1 in the OVC.
first place with a mark of
in the Ohio Valley Conference.
Murray has four OVC matches remaining, but the Nov. 8
meeting against second-place

Southeast Missouri in Racer
Arena could decide the regular
season championship.
"It looks like it's: going to
come down to SEMO," said

2n3

HUNTINGDON VALLEY. Pi (AP) — The lop 25
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Bowlin. "I don't want to jinx
us, but they are the toughest
team left on our schedule.
SEMO's going to be the game.
The big one."

Who's•No. I in college football?
By DOUriliCKER
AP Sports Writer
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) —
As- the "Who's No. 1" debate
rages the rest of the year between
Penn State and Nebraska, don't
look for the two head coaches to
throw mud.
Nebraska's Tom Osborne and
Penn State's Joe Patera:), gentlemen from the old school, go back
a long way.'
Although ir? recent years
they've only been running into
each other at such gatherings as
College Football Association
meetings, there was a time when
„ they kept closer contact.

sway opinion," Osborne said.
-"Of course, I don't know what
will happen down the road."
Nebraska fell from the No. 1
spot after starting quarterback
..,...,,J_Epent quite a bit of time • me."
Unbeaten Penn State snared the Tommie Frazier went out for the
with Joe forjhree straight years. I
-have a great deal of personal top spot in the coaches' poll over season with blood Clotting in his
regard for him," Osborne said the Huskers. with an impressive leg and was replaced by Brook
24-7 victory Saturday over then- Berringer.
Monday.
Berringer, who was hurt the
, Both Osborne, whose Nebraska No. 2 Colorado.Since neither Nebraska nor "next game, seemed fully fit
team is No..1 - in The Associated
Press media poll, and 'Paternei, Penn State faces anybody Cur.- Saturday When .he hit 12 of 17
No. 1 in the coaches' survey, are rently ranked between now and passes for 142 yards and a touchthe bowl games, this could be a down in a surprisingly easy vicplaying the argument low-key,
tory over Colorado, which -fell to
"I appreciate Joe's approach," long-running -debate.
"I'd rather have voters and No. 7 with its first loss.
Osborne said. "I haven't heard
Joe lobbying. I don't think you'll people make up their own minds,' hear anything like that out of without either-of us trying to •See Page 9

Patemo, Osborne won't argue

-r
•

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Bill Curry's family isn't ready to
leave Kentucky.
After Saturday's 47-7 loss to
Mississippi State and during his
Sunday news conference, Curry
said he would re-evaulate his
situation at the end of the season.
He said on Monday that his
wife, Carolyn, and their children,
Kristin and Billy, didn't waste
BILL CURRY
any time in voicing their opinions
N,
that-he should remain as coach of . hearing a rumor on Sunday that
the Wildcats:
he had already resigned.
"They want todgo for it," said
"I wanted to wait until the end
Curry, who is in his fifth season. of the season to give my family
But he felt he needed to say
something about his plans after III See Page 9

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
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You could have used the weather
as an excuse, I suppose, but we
were determined not to do that,
Green Bay coach Mike Holmgren
said.
Brett Fevre, the tough, charis.
matic but often erratic young
leader of the Packers, ran for a
36-yard touchdown and threw for
another to Edgar Bennett; who
scored three times as Green Bay
evened its record at 4-4.
With the wind gusting up to 36
mph and with temperatures in the
40s, the Packers relied on their
running game. Fevre also had a
,22-yard keeper.
"Cold, wet, but we came here
with a job to-do," said Bennett,
who gained 105 yards. "It was
just one olthose situations where
you really couldn't let the weather bother you: We dug in and got
our running game going. We had
to" win."
Favre, who missed all six of
his first-half passes, managed to
complete only six of 15. But
there were no interceptions, there
were 223 Green Bay rushing

By RICK GANO
AP Sports Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — The rain
and numbing wind at Soldier
Field made it a wretched night
for football, but a fitting one for
the oldest- rivals- in the NFL,
teams who built reputations playing in cruel conditions.
"Halloween, the wind's blowing, the rain's beating you up, ft's
cold, the field's muddy. It's a
perfect day for a defensi've lineman," said Steve McMichael, the
Chicago Bear-turned-Green Bay
Packer.
McMichael, in his return to
Chicago, and his new teammates
were warmed Monday night by a
turnover-free 33-6 victory over
the Bears that may have saved
the Packers'._ season.
"We were not sloppy in a
game that you could have been. • See Page 9
•

College football polls
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Packers survive
stormy Chicago
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BRIEFS

FROM PAGE 8
the chance to really reflect on
everything that happened," he
said. "But they reflected rapidly
and had made, their wishes very
cleat.While the Wildcats are 1-7 and
have lost seven straight games,
he said it was the death threat to
his wife atter the 41-14 loss to
Auburn oil Sept. 29' that has
caused him to give some consideration to quitting.
"Frankly, with the events that
went on, had my wife said, 'I just
can't handle this,' then 1 would.
have been gone that day," he
said. "I would do that for her in
a minute. And I would feel the
same about any job."
But he admitted that the threat
changed his outlook on coaching.
"I'm enthusiastic, but something changes in your heart when
you go through" a threat to your
wife, Curry said.
UK athletics director C.M.
Ncwton, who is out of town, has
been a staunch supporter for
Curry.
"We haven't had any conver-

- BASEBALL

'Expansion hopefuls to make proposals
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(AP) - Even thous there's no baseball and
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there's_ no telling when it might return, owners will still listen to sales pitches today' for expanion teams bearing nine.
-figure price tags.
" Five groups are vying for two franchises expected to be
added in 1997 or 1998. Groups from St. Petersburg, Fla.,
and Phoenix and two from northern Virginia "will make formal presentations to the owners' expansion Committee.
An Orlando, Fla.grou_p_ will makes its presentation at a
later date because one of its lawyers. Paul Jacobi, is testifying in a trial involving, Mickey, Morn's, an original member
of the Colorado Rockies' group.

Alou named baseball's top manager
NEW YORK (AP) - Felipe Alou, whose young Montreal
Expos had the best record, in the strike-shortened season, was
chosen major league manager of -the year by_ The Associated
Press.
Alou, a near-unanimous pick earlier this month as NL
manager of the year by the Baseball Writers Association of
America, received 34 votes in balloting by 58 writers and
broadcasters. Buck Showalter of the New York Yankees, the
AL manager of the year, was second with 11.

FOOTBALL

Chargers' Humphries questionable
SAN DIEGO (AP) --: The San Diego Chargers might not
know until shortly before kickoff Sunday whether quarterback
Stan H
tive third-stringer.
Chargers coach Bobby Ross said he considered "Humphries,
who dislocated his left elbow in Sunday's 35-15 victory over
Seattle, to be in the questionable-to-doubtful range for Sunday's-game at Atlanta.
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HOCKEY

Five-hour labor talk gets nowhere
(AP) - NHL commissioner Gary Bettman and union boss
Bob Goodenow failed to mike progress in the labor dispute
during a five-hour session in Washington, D.C.
The lockout went into its second month today, with an
announcement expected shortly from the league that more
games will be canceled. Last Monday, four games were cut
from each team's 84-game schedule.
Goodenow will meet with players Wednesday in Toronto.
Meanwhile, Toronto captain Doug Gilmour plans to play in
Switzerland and 20 Russian players will return home for .a
five-game tour against Russian national teams. Maple 'Leafs
center Mats Sundin was expected to play tonight for his former Swedish team, Djurgarden of Stockholm.

Call:1-800-DOPE-TIP
Ail information will be kept contldecnial.

• Goll Lessons Available •
Practice Range
Miniature Golf
$1.75

questioning his ability to do that.
say he's going to have to do
"One of the problemS we had that. In our game, he didn't have
in terms of public perception was to.
there was a lot of commentary
Sports psychologists might
when Tommie Frazier got hurt warn that both teams could be
that Nebraska was done. ... " prime for an emotional letdown
Osborne said. "I don't think following such a big game. Colwe've done anything to disgrace orado plays host to Oklahoma
ourselyes on the field."
State next and Nebraska is host to
Yet Colorado coach Bill
Kansas.
McCartney was less than enthu"Our hopes were really high,"
siastic when asked if Berringer said McCartney, whose Buffs
had "answered the question." , were actually favored by a point.
-He has to keep answering "We're pretty crestfallen right
it," McCartney said. "Against now. I haven't met with our team
us, he didn't have to throw to the since the game. But my guess is
,wide receivers hardly at all. He's we've got the right stuff to
going to have to do that. I'm not bounce back."

N. 16th St.. Murray
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•Packers...

Sponsored By

FROM PAGE 8
But the Packers still were able
yards to only 94 f6r Chicago and
to take a 14-0 lead at the half,
theft were no lost fumbles for the
scoring ,both of their secondPackers.
quarter touchdowns with the
"We had to alter the game
wind at their backs. Bennett had
pin, obviously because of the
a 3-yard touchdown run, after
weather. It was maybe as unusual
Fred Strickland recovered !Cramof a game as I have ever been in, cr's fumble on a missed handoff
_because if you went in one directo Lewis Tillman.
tion (with the wind) you had a.
But. Favre's daring 36-yard
chance," said Holmgren.
touchdown run on a rollout, in
"If you went the other way, it
which he pointed out defenders to
was awfully hard."
his blockers and then hurdled into
The Bears, meanwhile, threw
the end' zone, was the big score
three interceptions and fumbled
twice, both settiqg up short of the game.
"The It.st time I ran one in like
touchdown runs by Bennett.
that was the fifth grade," said
The loss sent the Bears to 4-4
Favre, who called the conditions
and rekindled questions about
their starting quarterNek. -Erik
"unbelievable."
Kramer, who fumbled once and
Robert Green's fumble set up
was twice intercepted by Bryce Bennett's 1-yard TD run with
Paup, fell to 1-4 as a starter with 2:25 left in the third period, maka 5-for-10 passing performance. ing it 21-0. On the fourth play of
He was relieVed in the second The final period, Favre hit Bennett
half by Steve Walsh, who was for a 13-yard score that made it
• 46-for-25 for
140 yards. Bears 27-0.
Coach Dave Wannstedt said he'll . Paup, who at shivering at his
announce Wednesday who will locker 10 minutes after the game
start next week.
had ended, said the Packers were
"It was tough trying to tilifoW able to endure the conditions.
into the wind because the ball
"You just have- to -blecli-ii--oui
would float," Kramer said. "Just because it affects everybody, but
look at what happened to Green you can't let it get to you mental
Bay in the first half when they ly. Then you've got the edge,"
couldn't complete a pass."
he said.

•Baseball players...
FROM PAGE 8
Damon Berryhill became the
130th and final player to file for
free agency. Boston decided
against exercising his $1.2 million option, instead paying a
$200,000 buyout.
In addition, owners rejected II
players who attempted to file,
claiming they didn't-have the

sations to the contrary, and I
would trust him with my life,"
said Curry,. who has an 18-35
record. ''l know that if problems
do emerge that he will tell me.
That's the way he and I du
things." •
Despite the problems this sea,'
son, Curry remains optimistic
that he can build a winning program at Kentucky.
"What I want do to is leave
this program in good shape," he
said. "I promised that I would do
that, and I intend to do it.
"I think we can improve and I
know we can get -it done."
But fie stressed that the program must reach its goals by
adhering to NCAA guidelines and
recruiting. players who will
graduate.
"I would love to be the coach
here for the next 10 years, but
it's really not particularly important who the coach is," he said.
"It is very important that C.M.
Newton and his principles prevail
- in sports at this time. My task is
to help that happen."
• Kentucky entertains Vanderbilt
on Saturday in Commonwealth
Stadium.
'
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required six years. That group,
which includes Jim Abbott and
Jack McDowell, needs the 52
days of strike time in order "to
qualify. The union has filed a
grievance,on their behalf.
Also, owners rejected catcher
Mike Stanley's attempt to file.
The union claims the Yankees
exercised his option too early.

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency."
David King

901 Sycamore
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Saturday's Gems. •
Hcarsion III, IA. Clippers 103
Chicago-408; Washington 96
New Jersey 101, Atlanta 80
Utah 108, Cleveland 107

2

753-8355

Orlando 117. Marro 108
Portland 101, Golden State 97
Seattle 124. San Antonio 95
Sunday's Gems.
Phco. 99. lAtwauliew 91
Derwin 99 Detroit 96
Indiana 99. Dallas 86
Sacramento 107, Golden State 105
litendey's Game
San Antonio 121. Charlotte 114
End Preseason
Friday'. 01911011
Neer York at Boston, 690 p.m.
Iihratik•• at Philadelphia, 610 pm
Orlando at Washington. 6:30 p.m.
Indiana at Atlanta, 610 pm.
L A Lakes at Detroit, 7 p.m.
Clarion. at Chicago. 7 pm,
Nee Jerley at Houeon. 7.30 p.m.
Golden State at San Antonio, 730 p.m.
Minnesota at Denver, 6 pm.
Mane at Utah, 0 pm.
Phdsnie at Sacramento, 930 pm.
Portland at IA Clippers at Yokohama. Japan. 10
Saturday's Games
Philadelphia at °rend°, 630.prn.
Cleveland at Charlotte, 830 p.m.
Demo at Atlanta, 6.30 p.m.
Boston at Indiana. 6130 pm.
Houston at Minnee.018, 7 p.m.
Washngton at Chicagri, 230 p.m.
LA Leiters at Milwaukee. 7.30 p.m.
New Jersey at Dallas. 7 30 pm.
Golden State at Denver 8 pm.
L.A Clippers at Portland at Yokohama Alen. 9
m
Utah at Searle. 9 p m
Marra at Phoent,

g.im t3.'"
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Call Greg at

25 Outdoor
Light Set

Agency Manager, Ray T. Broach, Agin: Bob Cornelison

•City & County Coverage
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•Life •Blue Cross •Retirement
•Business •Long Term Care

753-4703

HURRY! WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!
See your Helpful Hardware Man at

MURRAY

SUPPLY COMPANY

•
Va.

Inc.
753-3361

208 E. Main
Dr.:
,Pr Nu,

310 South 4th St. • Murray, Ky.
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Melissa Johnson, Lori Carson and Russell Lencki act out "The Glorious
Whitewasher" as part of a creative dramatics unit for their Honors English II class taught by Ruth Ann Futrell.

Students in Margot McIntosh's class at Murray Middle School participate in a collaborative exercise with Faye Beyer. Pictured are: Gaston
France, Rhett Clark, Allison Cross, Lacy Hocking, Chad Culp and Seth
Jones.

Lower primary students on the Turquoise Team at Southwest Elementary took a field trip to Reck's Pumpkin Patch, The children got to see
various animals, pick out class pumpkins and enjoy the beginning of
fall.

T."

Primary two students In Fonda Grogan's and Martha Leet's ttasses at
East Elementary are reading the book "Peanut Butter and Jelly." The
students have learned how peanuts are grown and how peanut butter is
made. Pictured are: Jennifer Scott, Tara Perdue, Trevor Johnson, Seth
Grogan and Scott Aldridge.

rrirgoseii, Mike Arneson, David Hightower, Joe Harris and John
s:iuwn itLtviewing some of Murray's senior citizens at the
.L'ommunity Center: This Is part of a service learning project
'wing students to have the opportunity to "experience" the commun.,
.And learn more about Murray's past.
i.

Sandy Scott and Stacy Murdock, volunteers at Southwest Elementary,
carefully inventory the new science room and prepare it to be used by
the students.

Students in Mary Janice Cooper's primary two reading group at East
Elementary watch as Darby Harper demonstrates the steps in making a
peanut butter and jelly sandwich. This was a culminating activity following a lesson on sequencing taken from the book "Peanut Butter and
Jelly,"
Students in Karen Falwell's and Anita Harper's classes at North
Elementary make murals of Land Between the Lakes and the recreational opportunities that are available there. Pictured are Cassie Basting,
Derrick Duffy and Jessica Hill.

Michael Rumble and Whitney Ray, seventh graders at Murray Middle
School, return from a field trip to write about the activities conducted at
Hancock Biological Station.

Rachel Self plays a "talking drum" brought from Africa by artist-Inresidence Gregory Acker,
Primary students in Family IIA at North Elementary were visited by
Smokey the Bear and Forest Ranger Kay Norman. The students have
been studying about wildlife, recreation, the forest and fire safety. Pictured are Jordan Ferguson, Emily Anderson, Dustin Dix, Kayla Brown,
.Norman and Ron Talent.

y School Principal Jean Hurt reads Dr. Seuss' "Marvin
You Please Go Now?" to Justin McCutcheon.

's)

,) Ape ntre submitted by the administratise staffs of the Murray
',hold District and the Uallossay County Sehtmlsand edited hy the staff of
,i )401 & Times. Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
appioximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your question and
.47611, )1), about area putdie schools to the !Mum. ity Schools (753-4363) or the
n.
I'Mudy Public S)bouls )753•3033).

Lschool Supply

How,

U Golden Ste

important to us. That is why we

Ahead

carry • large inventory of educational
and enjoyment reading material to

Li

help your child learn and grow
through their primary years.
Come by and see the many different

n

A:.:7

-MAP
d

P
Books

deco
AAf

When skill and love
work together, expect
a masterpiece —
educating tomorrow's 1
minds today.

: BOOK-N-CARD vt*

Chestnut Hill.
Murray

Into
School!
We Carry a Full Line of
SULVS Z90
.

An American Montessori Spool
Recognized by U.S. Dept. of Ed. as a school-

titles we have to offer

READMORE

Students at the Calloway County Preschool interpret a sound story
through creative movement. Gregory Acker, artist-in-residence, Is working at the school through a grant funded In part by the Kentucky Arts
Council, an agency within the Education, Arts and Humanities Cabinet
in cooperation with the National Endowment for the Arts.

MURRAY
MONTESSORI
CENTER -

D
ictionaries
tvlBrajPict.n
ureQubae:ltts
by• Random

Yonri child's education is very

Alexey Surkov, a Russian MSU exchange student, is teaching the environmental research team at Calloway County High School about the
Russian language and cultures to prepare them for their trip. Pictured
are: Kristine Hokans, Kelly Felts, Andrew Pardue, Andrew Falwell and
Surkov.

212 North- 15th • Muiray, Ky. • 753-8380
blew) Fitzgibbon, Headmistress

Card's & Gifts
\limit Us in
the Southside
Shopping Center

753-6798
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CagSIFIED
520
Notice

ID's 753-5865.

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR—TRAILERS

Mil
'us
igI-

NOTICE

$100 REWARD

Burning of leaves
and household rubbish is prohibited in
the city limits of Murray in accordance to
City Ordinance 93.52.

For information
leading to arrest
and conviction
of person stealing a 3x5 white
flag with black
walking
horse
on it.
Call 753-5490
or 753-2922.

PENALTY:
Upon
conviction of a fine not
less than $25.00 nor
more than $500.00 for
each conviction.

0.-

0751a

Fakenc np
Ave usb e

INTERIOR & exterior paint
sale 5 gallon can $20 Get
at Black's Decorating Center. 701 South ,4th St,
Murray

1-800-334-1203

America's Second Car

cfi Ugly Duckling
CIALEIZ
ZEZI
Locations Coast to Coast

supplement
msurance a now
standanted in 10
plans and we watt
all 10.
•
The sit'A Zeduetible
you, Of your
insurance,
must pay has been
increased to $696 in
1994.
For more information
call:
Medicare

Cars, Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
112 SO. 12th
1-800-THE-DUCK
Murray, KY 42071

Ills

isth

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

753-3801
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

ATV sruomr DISCOUNTS 1 11
MMUS OR OUTOILLS

MASSAGE TO YOU

753-4199
or nationwide
1-800-455-4199
no Mal year of service
MASSAGE THERAPY &
SPA-TYPE BODYWORKS
by licensed therapist.
Health Industries office'
753-2613/ Abs.527-8465

by Dave Estes, VAT

RELFIXIITTON•STRESS REDUCTION•PAIN REIM

TOOTER BURGERS
YES!

Tooters
Downtown • Hazel

LOST: medium size, long
haired salt & pepper col
ored dog. Answers to Pe
tey. Lost from Woodgate
Subdivision wearing black
leather collar with silver
studs Reward offered
753-4801 after 3:30pm.

tb Photo Greeting Cards

lj

Price

Early Bird Special If Ordered
Before November 22. 1994

20

$999

10 Extra Cards 6 Envelopes. Free

40

18 99

15 Evtra Cards/. Envetopes. Free

60

26 99

20 Extra Cards /1 Envelopes. Free

100

3999

25 Extra Cards & Envelopes. Free

BIG Apple Cafe has immediate opening for part-time
evening waitress Apply in
. person: --P.kryear. TN
901-24T5798
CARPENTER laborers
needed immediately
753-0834

McDonaId's

In
Now hiring for all
Must be
available to work
all weekends.
Apply in person
at MCDonald's,
Murray.

shifts.

Mitzi M. Key
Interior Designer and. Decorating
Consultant

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

753-0466

time technician.
Top pay. Call
753-5315 or. send
resume to
P.O. Box 1035
:Murray, KY 42071.

1000's of New and Used Parts
Largest Inventory In West Kentucky

voir1P001

Kitchen Aid

sears

DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am-3 00pm.
This project is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council This is an
Equal Opportunity program Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities

arnana
Westavghouse
Ma>1•311 laPPank'
faDle Chef

forkArts
Anet

WARD ELKINS
Court Square

Murray

753-1713

Jerry
McConnell
General
Agent

DRIVERS, must be 18yrs
old & proof of insurance
Apply in person Domino's
Pizza, 117 S 12th St

MAJOR MEDICAL
INSURANCE
,

of

Need a sitter? Will sit with
elderly or children from
4 30pm-7am Have references and am CPR certified Call 753-1527 after
3 30pm
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! Professionai
cleaning, homes & offices
References Call Wanda
435-4640
WILL babysit weekdays in
my home, references avail
able 759-1810

Position
Wanted
ALTERATIONS, repairs
and crafted T-shirts Ruth's
See and Sew, Country
Square, 1608 N 121, Murray 753-6981

Finally we have found an A+ rated company that will reduce your rate 15% the
second year and 10% the third year it you
do not have claims Also, their first year
rate is very good If your present Major
Medical is too high and you have not been
in the hospital in the past year. please call
for a rate quote

YOUR SEARCH
ENDS HERE!
The pob you've Owen
lot
ho•rol Fat growIng 'no
Communications co locerng
Ice Reps inns area MuSIbli
rnotivaled arseKlarter loolung
lx, kin and money I Work your
Oven hours and sat your own
goals, The incoroe POtentlal o
UP 0 y011 Cos loday fOr InCO•
.nlotrnatiOn

McConnell Insurance Agency

ALL Guaranteed Dryer
$125 Washer, $125 Re
frigerator, $160. Range,
$135. (901)247-3033
Mon -Fri 8am-5pm, Sat
8am-2pm

115
Instruction

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

Anytime By Appointment

502-759-1333
Service and Quality At
Everyday Low Prices

COMPUTER- disk drive
printer, software, $325
753-6525
EPSON (8088-20 MB) PC
w/extended keyboard and
14" color monitor, including
3 5" floppy port and 5 25"
external drive 30 Dos and
2 0 Works & Logitec
mouse $350 753-9473
6 9pm
HIGH QUALITY COMPUTER EQUIPMENT & ONSITE SERVICE. CALL
HAWKINS RESEARCH,
753-7001.

it .

NEW letter quality color
printer still in box, $200
Call 753 7001, after 4pm

Nature's Bounty
Luncheon Specials
Monday - Baked Pettato in/Cup Soup
Rotini & Vegetables w/Grilled Chicken
Tuesday - Vegetable Lasagna
Freshbaked Bagel in/Cup Soup & Fruit

Linguini w/Marinara S•uct-

Gardenburger w/ Cup Chili

13048 Chestnut • Dixieland Shopping Ctr.
- 753-0575

Employers:
0

Let profes orn
help you fin
qualified
workers

A.%

SirafrM
yesterday? Ask us about our

ONE DAY SIGN SERVICE.
WOOD WORKS

753-2378

382-2306

es

FULL-SIZE sofa, navy &
beige, good condition,
$125 Dresser with oak finish, $25 obo 753-6701

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Thelma's Bargain Bin
5095.12th St. Murray, KY
759-9940
Home Of Quality Used
Furniture And
Appliances
We Buy One Item
Or Houseful!
Financing Available

Custom Woodworking
&
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

i

•
1
---••••,.
1,
S

Heavy
Equipment

SEPTIC pump truck Cal
354-6521 or 354-6075
200

Sports
Equipment
GUNS buy, sell or trade
436-5650
NEW paint ball gun with
extras Cost over $1,000,
5wiIl sell for $500 354-9239
ROBERT'S Gun Shop preholiday sale thru the 1st
week of Nov Several
selected models reducedwhile supplies last- 418
Main Street (upstairs)
753-3066 Tues Fri
10am-5pm
21n
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
SEASONED firewood Call
THE WOODMASTER
7519988

Drop by and §ee our showroom

409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behold Bunny Bread/
x:, ..\2.......
753-5940

.
'-‘

410.164----414%

4ww•'
1.6..
Z.

ATTENTION

11113

FOR SALE SPINET
CONSOLE PIANO
Wanted, responsible party
• to make low monthly payCASH for mobile home ments See locally Call
tires & axles 436-2578, 1 -800327-3345
901-644-0679
PIANO tuning John
CASH paid for good, used Gottschalk, 753-9600
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
270
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Mobil.
Murray
Homes For Sale

CS' !I.

Articles
For Sale
fiberglass satellite
with receiver $150 obo 4
Chevy rally wheels $100
759 4682 after 3pm
10FT

Job Seekers:

Let us help ..
no fee to applicants

WEDDING dress, mister
nity clothes bassinet
492 8443 8am 5pm

14X60 2BR 2 bath in very
good condition Must be
moved, $7.500 4812917
48TH Anniversary Salem
Our largest inventory of
new homes everll Buy now
and save Big SUS through
Nov 13 1994 DINKINS
MOBILE HOMES INC
Hwy 79 E Paris TN
800 642 4891

•

•

Did you need a

COUCH, 3 tables, 2 lamps
Call 753-4650 after 5pm

[ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night

43")
tO
4
4
1So 1

444P°

3 br., 2 baths, eat-in kit , dining, great room, 9'
ceilings, french doors, columns, crown molding,
sandstone carpet, white cabinets with brass,
Peachtree windows With lifetime warranty
Cali Gebot Gown at 7534275

FOR RENT
Professional Office Space
- 1,500 sq. ft. High Quality
-

Formal Entrance
Reception Area
Conference Room
Much More

Call: 753-6660

Retail or Office
Space For Lease
(1) 3200 sq. ft. (1) 3800 sq.
ft., all divine. Olympic Plaza
Shopping Center.

Call 753-9469
TAYLOR BUILDS ON YOUR LOT
NO DOWN PAYMENT--

Want ,
To Buy

Friday - Mexican Lasagna

Saturday r

For Sale - New Construction
2206 Brookhaven

145

Wednesday - Margarita Chicken
Freshbaked Breadhowl w/Chili Or Soup
Thursday - Fresh
Chicken Parmesan

CLASSIFIED

Home
Furnishings

LINE dance lessons
753-2635
120

OFFICE spaces for rent
Downtown area Available
mid November Call
753 3812

MOBILE Home Village, wa
ter furnished $80/mo Col- RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
eman RE, 753-9898
•
753 4509 or -153-6612
800S0 ft office space on
Hwy 641 South 401 S 12th
753-0873

En

GOOD business for saleprice includes land, building, equipment & stock to
beinventoned Century 21,
Loretta Jobs Realtors
753-1492

Computers

1401493-3001

905 Sycamore St • Murray, KY
753-4199
Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

Appliances

Murray

Call 753-1916 for details.

•

4
'tory

P.O. Box 1033

Run this 2x2 consistency ad in Classifieds every day.including the Shopper,
for S160 a month (paid in advance).

'Purdom Motors .
has immediate
opening for full '

To Fit Most Major Brands

Hotpoaa

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and ex
perienced, references Cal
Linda 759-9553

DOWNTOWN office space
available across from
courthouse $95/mo including all utilities 753-1266

'FOR rent or lease commercial building used as
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3b , daycare, equipment availelectric or gas Walking dis- able
Coleman RE
tance to college 753-5209 753-9898

WATERBED, king size,
heavy duty, no-wave, complete with base & padded
sideboards, $200 La-ZBoy lounge/rocker, tan
color, $50 Typewriter, Epson Elite, portable, memory, dictionary with integrated Thesarus, spell
checking & more, $100
Printer, Epson L0570,
single sheet loading, front,
rear or bottom continuous
sheet loading & more.
$175 753-1319

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

Business- on
a Budget?

-10

GE

Domestic
& Childcare

Mobil.
Homes For Rent

Mobile
Home Lots Fog Rent

ROBINAIR_ recovery ma,
chine Cost $3,000, used 1
time Must sell' $1,500
354-9239

Business
Opportunity

A FUN REWARDING
HOME-BASE BUSINESS
for successful career
minded people. Family flexibility, join Discovery Toys.
Manager Francie Ray,
759-4739.

APPLIANCE PARTS

KING wood stove With
blower, $50 Buy 10 rick of
wood & I'll give you 2 Call
437-4669

SWING Town Lounge looking for waitresses & bikini
dancers $600c per week.
Apply within, Paris Landing
or call 901-642-5548.

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sq. Hale Road, nght on Sq. Hale Road 1/4 mile

HARDWOOD cherry, oak,
walnut, maple, ash, bass,
cedar & cottonwood Furniture grade & hand crafts
Phone 753-2925

SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring friendly hardworking
people Apply in person at
Sirloin Stockade, Murray
2-4pm Mon-Fri

090

(Deers open at 5 OP/

1994 BUCCANEER in Fox
Meadows 759-9311

NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36'cut to length
in tO colors, galvanized
and galvalume. Secondary
if available Portable carport kits 489 2722 or
489-2724

Din

titrage trailers
for fora
753-7888

437-4608

FOR sale used computers, 8mm camcorders
musical instruments Future Music 517 S 4th St
753-6768

PEOPLE Lease Temporary
Service is now accepting
applications for light industrial workers in the Murray &
Pans. TN areas Must apply
in person at the Village
Office Center next door to
Cain's Jeep Eagle on 641
N. 9am-4pm

!Pi

WE MOVE
MOBILE HOMES

FIREPLACE insert. Ashley
model AH11-0 Like new,
used only 27, winters, less
than 'A price 436-5684

PC Users needed° 40K/yr
potential 714-2513311
Ext 486

WILL sit with the elderly,
day or night Call 7514590
for information

Knights of Columbus Hall

BOGARD trucking and ex
cavating, inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap 759-1828

HIRING carhops, day shift
& night shift Apply in person between 1pm-5pm,
Mon-Fri, Sonic Drive-In

WILL babysit in my home
Located in Almo & Dexter
area 759 2484

(502) 753-3813

Help
Wanted

1608 N. 121 • 753-0035

F ngidaire

ASSEMBLERS Excellen
income to assemble pro
ducts at home Into
I 504 646 1700 Dept
KY-2021

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Appliances

GROWING CPA firm seeking seasonal tax preparer
Must have 2v years experience in computerized corporate arid individual tax
return preparation Send
resume to PO,Box 1040-A,
Murray, KY 42071

0611

•

Arteraft Photography

it-in-

AVON Earn money with
Avon Call I -800-847-5338
for your starter kit Avon
independant sales
representative

Lost
And Found

Turn left between Barber Shop & Fire
Station, 1 block ahead.

Oty

Carrier, Sorter, Clerk
Poston. For an immediate application'
hiring information, call
1-219-736-4715,
ext. P-3482,
8 a.m.-8 p.m.,
7 days.

WANTED Will pay someone to bring washing machine from Lexington to
Murray 753-5216

Now On The Menu Daily At

Due to company
growth in the Murray area 3 lob
openings exist in
the branch of a
FORTUNE
500
company.It
selected you will
be given expense
paid
classroom
training. We will
provide complete
company
ben- 1
efits, major medical, dental, 401K
savings.
Your
Starting
income
will be $1600,mo.
& up. All promotions based on
merit - no seniority. To be accepted you need a
_pleasant personality, be ambitious,
sports
minded,
have
grade 12 or better,
21 or older and
bondable.
Call 502-753-5353
ask for
Donnie Tinsley
Mon.-Tues.-Wed.
10 a.m.-6 p.m.

$12.26/hr + benefits.

OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Open 5pm. Closed
Mon.-Tues. Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread—slicks. Dine-in or
carry out. 474-8119 or
1-800-649-3804.

•

East
n8 1
, bl*and

POSTAL EMPLOYMENT

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY

• fax•eclieSMeasoge • &orgy aoloerlog
• Deep Meade Moro", • Reflexology

3 JOB
OPENINGS

NOTICE....

DRY clean your carpet Ge
effective carpet cleaning
results with Host- the easy
do it yourself dry carpet
cleaning system Call today
to reserve a machine at
Black's Decorating Center
753-0839

1994 MEDICARE
INFORMATION

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
rat—
The

Help
Wanted

Notice

-- 13LUE- Channel Cat fish
fingerlings for pond stock
ing 6' long 20c/ea Call
502-376 2198
CALLER

055

114.1'111,4
$54.9I I
is your ticket-to an unbelievable 1555 sq.
ft. BRICK HOME.Three bedrooms,2 full
baths,28'great room,eat-in Kitchen,large
master suite, vaulted ceiling, fireplace,
central heat & air and many more amenities. Custom built on crawl space. Garage, basement and other options available.

1FAYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
Sansffrd Custom,'"
Cala. 10591

Ore, 7,0(M)

3418 Lone Oak Rd., Paducah, KY 42003

(502)554-3267

(502)582-1800

•

. .. • . I .....r.t -._
'
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NMI
Apartments
Fat Rest

Want
To Rent
4BR, 2 bath house 3bIks
from university, $400/mo
759-1944
120

a

Now taking
applications
for one and
Iwo bedroom apartment.
Calloway Garden Apts..,
Essex Downs, 1505 Diuguid Dr., 753-8556.

Apartments
Foe Rent
1,2,380 apts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
7 5 3 1 25 2
pets
days.783,0806 after 5pm
1 & 2BR apartments at
Farmington Square 11
miles from Murray towards
Mayfield Starting at
$320/mo Stove, refrigerator, washer, dryer, dishwasher, water & garbage
pick-up furnished Deposit
required No pets Call
762-4483 between
8am 4pm 345-2748 after
5pm

For Rent
Or Lease
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent hous
ing Apply in person at
Southside Manor 906
Broad St Extended be
tween 8am-12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity -

Bypass Mini
Storage
121 Bypass North
Sizes from 1000
up to 20x20
753-2225

1 ROOMS for rent at 1614
Olive Utilities furnished
Share kitchen living room
& bathroom facilities Walk
to MSU Coleman RE
753 9898
3BR, 2 bath low utilities,
with garage, $550/me
753-3293 after 6pm

CHESTNUT Street town1BR apartment near down- houses Very nice 2br, 1/,
town & hospital 753-2853 baths All appliances in.
leave message
cluding washer & dryer,
1BR available now, nice deck, tool shed, ceiling
neighborhood, appliances fans, etc Free lawn care
furnished Coleman RE, Available in Dec Coleman
,
Realty, 753-9898
753.9898

. For Sale
Or Least"

BBR,2', bath house, 2 ca
attached garage, closed in
sunporch, fireplace. cilia,
Haim_
.sale $70,000, may rent
For Rent
$600/mo +depoeit with lyr
_1BR tarm hduSg...7. mlss E_ 'tease-4-89-2423
of Murray, unfurnished
W/D hook-up, newly decor
ated. references & deposit,
Livestock
lease, $175aho Available
& Supplies
now Call 753-8349
2 HORSE trailer & rege2BR brrck with carport
ered Quarter horse
Available now. $425'mo
489 2061
Coleman RE 7.53-9898
20R brick on 280 besde BILLY Cook western
saddle, excellent condition.
East Elementary,$250 ma
Deposit No pet. Call $350 753-0530
753 8848 before 9pre

RED WATER ESTATES
KENTUCKY LAKE LOT SALE
•SATURDAY, NOVEMBER- 5TH._
FROM 9:00 AM TILL DARK
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER'6TH FROM
1:00 PM TILL DARK
14 miles southeast of Murray =10 'miles north of Paris
Landing State Park, 15 miles south otKenlake State Park
on the western shore of the main take at inqe 56.
Directions to property: From Highway 121 at New Concord, KY turn east on
Highway 444,go 5 miles to Blood River Baptist Church; turn right and go 1 mile
to first paved road to left.(Keniana Drive), turn left and ccntinue on Keniana
Drive, approximately 3 miles to Red Water Estates.
•

LOTS STARTING AT $5,000.00
$500.00 DOWN AND $95.00 PER MONTH
OVER 100 LOTS TO CHOOSE FROM.
WATERFRONT LOTS STARTIEGAT $10,000.00
$1,000.00 DOWNAND $191.00 PER MONTH
10% DOWN - 5 YEAR FINANCING
AT 10% INTEREST
DO.NT BE FOOLED BY THE PRICE - COME SEE THIS FIRST CLASS
DEVELOPMENT FOR YOrRSELF.
All lots will be approved for septic tank installation,. electrical available to
all lots, title insurance furnished by sellers, restrictions ensure Owners of
stable property values. Agents will be on site from 900 AM to 5:00 pm
C.W. Shelton, Owner/Developer

counieu.

212 S. 7th St.,
Mayfield, KY 42066

SOLO

BANKOR
SHELTON AND
ASSOCIATES
C.W Sheiton/Broke,

.247-1385

EN=Id

1981 YAMAHA 660 Max ima, low miles, great condi
eon Call 474211t after
5pm

Lake
Property

Auto
Parts

Services
Offered

* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service
Pact,. A aeons avaiaPie

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system driveways, hauling foundations,
etc 759 4664

wimp& roof

BACKHOE Service, com
plete loundabons, septic
systems R H Nesbitt, Construction Phone 492-8516,
pager 762.7221

Aluminum aliprXts
fawned 8 tree stencling

CHE V six cylinder 600
miles on overhaul $400
753-0062

Farms
For Sale
24 ACRES with 3br house
& outbuilding 15 acres till
able, 6 acmes woods. Good
location 759-1816

Horne,
For Sale
2 500S0 ft 2 or 3br, 2 bath
vinyl, gas heat, central. 5
acres. also 2 building sites
753-2171

2BR brick,
Aurora on
$60.000,
$54,000.
753-2951.

1985 CHEVROLET conersion van, clean inside &
Out $5,000 753-7629
1990 CHEVROLET customized van. raised roof, hi,
vcr, Acumax system with 2
cassette players. front &
rear heat & air, cb, aluminum wheels, lots of other
extras, excellent shape
67• XXX miles, $13,795
753-5940

1976 CHEVY Monza, V-8.
4sp, black on black, louvers
on side & back with tinted
windows Factory gauge
set Extra sharp 759-1758

500

1979 CHEVY Silvered° p/u
4X4. le ton, camper shell,
70,XXX miles, trailer
equipped. $3,650
753-2084

Used

Trucks
1964 CHEVY swb, 6cy
4sp, good powertrain &
15.xxx on motor Needs
brake work $800 Call
489-2454 after 6 30pm

1981 DATSON 200SX,
good dependable car $900
or best offer 753-210S

3 acres near
Hwy 80 Was
Reduced to
753-6556 or

3BR home in Wilet neighborhood, shaded lot, attached garage, fenced
back yard. new carpet,
$60,000 For appointment
call 437-4254 after 5 30pm.

COUNTRY style home built
this year. 2br. 2 bath, front
porch, large open area with
cathedral ceiling; designed
to add 2 car garage & 3rd
$87,000
bedroom
759-2571

1979 le ton Chevy 4X4
1987 Dodge Omni
489-2273 or 489 2840 after
6pm

1980 AUDI 5000. local car,
sunroof, am/fin stereo, all
leather. fuel Injection
$1,950 or best offer.
753-8096

1983 FORD Ranger truck,
runs good, 84.XXX miles,
$1,800 436-2528 Mark

1980 BUICK Electra, 4dr,
high mileage but well cared
for & in excellent condition
New paint & vinyl top Am/
fm cassette, good -tires
Runs, rides & drives like
new $1,800 See at University Tire

'EXTREMELY well maintained 4br, 2 bath home in
excellent neighborhood,
Den with fireplace & attractive shady backyard with
privacy fence. Priced just
reduced to $99,500 Contact Kopperud
753-1222 MLS# 3000112.
FAMILY expanding" Try
this new listing "for size".
Stet'. 2 baths, plus unfinished bones room above
garage. Located on Quail
Creek Dr. in Gatesborough
Subdivision. Price just reduced to $134600. Contact Kopperud Realty,
753-1222. MLS#3000152.
FOR sale new 3br. 2 bath
home, 1730sq ft located
near Kirksey, KY. Priced
$79,900 Call Mur-Cal Realty, 753-4444
KY Lake cottage, 2br, fire
place, deeded lake access
near Paradise Resort.
$39,000 436-5927.
LAKE home, Anderson
Shores, 2br, 1 bath,
kitchen, family room, utility,
nice lot, $34,000 negotiable 554-5680, 442-3864

Veh,cles under MC,
Can Aubtoned by Div FBI
Natonwide
Trucks, Boats. Motorhomes,
Computers and More,
• Call Toil Free,
I (BOO) 436-6867
EXT A-I801

1985 CORVETTE, 53,XXX
miles. original owner, excellent condition, $12,500
753-2084.

1986 FORD Tempo, blbe,
good condition, 103,XXX
miles, $1,450 obo
753-0e10 10am 6pm

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available.
759-4690

1988 FORD Taurus,
95,XXX miles, new transmission, good condition.
$2,700. 759-2385
1989 MAZDA 929, white
with blue interior, 69.XXX
Call
miles. loaded
753-3358 ask for Jim or
Mickey
1991 MERCURY Sable,
fully equipped. 65,XXX
miles, local, one owner
753-7687 after 5pm.

NEW 3br, 2 bath, central
air, gas heat. Southved
Dr $67,500. 753-5561

SMALL 10 acre farm, 2br
house, barn and several
oui buildings near 94E off
1346
Hwy
Call
(6151232-3096

TO PLACE AN
AD CALL

TA$TEFULLY' lansdcaped
3br. 2 bath doublewide with
brick foundation Cathedral
ceiling in living ream, 2
skylites. fireplace, and
many other de:sir:26)e fea
lures make this a very at
tractive offering at $46.000
Contael- Hopperud Realty
753 1222 MLS 13000141
UNDER CONSTRUC
TION spacious 2 story
brick house on Cul De Sac
in city subdivision
$193,000 Workentin Pen
nor Homes 759.2571
435-4013, 435 4040

CLASSIFIED

I

Phone (502) 492-8488
*

Hwy. 641
N. Hazel *

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Hauling,
moving, clean-up. odd jobs,
tree trimming, tree removal,
yard mowing, mulch hauling Clean up sheet rock &
other building materials
Free estimates Tim Lamb
436-5744

COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436-5560

1 1 1 1 1 1 Hauling, tree
trimming, tree removal, &
cleaning out sheds, attics,
odd lobs, & will haul &
spread mulch. Free estimates 436-5744 Luke
Lamb

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

DEADLIN
Deadlines are 2 days in
advance!
ADJUSTMENTS
*re requested to check the
first insertion W their
ads for any error. Murray Ledger Pc Times
will be responsible for
only one incorrect inAny error
sertion.
should be reported intmediatelY so corrections can be made

Advertisers

bulldozing and
backhoe work. septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm, Horace Sholar
DAVID'S Cleen+nge-Services. We specialize in vinyl
slding, concrete driveways,
blacktop drivbways, boats,
mobile homes Fully in759,4734

DRYWALL, finishing, re-..
pairs, additions and blow:
ing ceilings 753-4761
GERALD WALTERS.
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting Free estimates. 18
years experience Local references. 753-2592.

KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Melee your old
new again with Formica All
colors, free estimates
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
KY 436-5560.

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056

APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30+ years exBOBBY
perience
HOPPER. 436-5848
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515
WILL install, sand & finish
hardwood floors. 30yrs experience, can furnish references. Call (502)522-6358
or (502)522-5050 after
6pm

414.pi,. ._,„ _

PAINTING interior & exterior All types of home repair,
Free estimates Call
436-5032 anytime
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
PROFESSIONAL custom
painting, in-tenor/exterior
residential or commercial,
experience in new or older
homes. 436-5070,
436-2582.
SEAMLESS gutters in
stalled, residential or cornmercial, Servall Gutter Co
753-6433
SEWING machine repair.
Kenneth Barnhill,
753-2674 Stella, KY.
SHEETROCK finishing, •
textured ceilings Larry
Chreman 492-8742
SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484 •

WHOLE HOOSE

. SALE!

Date: Now thru Nov. 30, 1994
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DO IT ALL
FOR...

CUSTOM

HIGH QUALITY COMPUTER EQUIPMENT & ONSITE SERVICE. CALL
HAWKINS RESEARCH,
753-7001.

AIR Conditioning. Roe,Hall
Heating. Cooling' and
Electric Co. Service, unit
replacement and complete
installtion. Licensed gas installer Phone 435-4699

9

-

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and serCall Gary at
vice
759-4754

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203

3 BEDROOMS LIVING
ROOM & HALL

Choice ofSculptured In 4 colors.
7/16x4 pao ...th mesh.

Up to 70 sq. yds. Of

carpet &

12
10

CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

7534916

GOOD!

Bedroom
$48800
3x10 Hall

12

Bedroom

L.R.

Bedroom
-

SPACIOUS 3br, 2 bath,
with great flowing lay out,
beautiful kitchen, breakfast
room, separate dining
room Lots of extras, coun
• try club view Call for your
appointment today
753 2905, 753-7536

air COnOrloning

Services
Offered

VCR REPAIR • Wood VCR
Service Center. cleaning.
servicing $15; most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1987 MUSTANG GT, red/
1, Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5.
red, clean, 95.XXXmi.
MOn -Fri , 753-0530
$4,500 753-7976

t

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor homd7 boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quafity, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664

Miner furnace A

1993 BLACK Ford Ranger
XLT, swb Call 753-6310
dfter 5pm

1987 CHRYSLER Fifth Avenue, local, loaded
$4,500 489-2440

1992 MAZDA 929, loaded,
13,XXX miles. $18,200
753-6022.

OLDER farmhbuse with
many recent 'updates, si
tuated on 5 acres Two log
tobacco barns & other Outbuildings included Offered
at $58,900 through Kopperud Realty, 753-1222
Additional acreage avail
able MLS e3000143

underpinning

DOOM, windows, me,.
song, floor repair

510

1985 DODGE Aries, 2dr,
4cyl, auto, air, 75.XXX
miles, nice car. $1,500 Call
753-3633.

1991 RED RS Camaro
V-8, T-tops, loaded,
63,XXX miles, $8,000
753-5094

NEW 3br homes, 95-100%
finarying- up to 30yrs, fixed
rate to qualified buyers Priced from $70S-$80's
753-3672 after Spin

lifetime warranty

It Rok

1991 FOITD Explorer XLT,
4dr, very clean, new tires,
$12,900 Call 753-4433 after 5pm

NEW 3br. 2 bath, W/P tub.
oak cabinets, 1280sq ft live mg, garage Priced upper
$60's. 1405 N 16th Call
489-2722

NEW 3br homes, 95-100%
financing- up to 30yrs,fixed
rate to qualified buyers Priced from $70's-$80's
753-3672 after 5pm.

BOBS Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaran753-1134 or
teed
436-5832

1985 NISSAN 4X4, king 1 1 1 1 1 TREE trimming,
cab, 5sp, a/c. p/s, tilt, new hauling, carpentry & odd
wheels & tires, excellent jobs Paul 436-2102 condition $3,800 obo. 1 1 1 1 Tree removal, mow753-8743.
ing, mulching, raking,
1987 _RANGER XLT, VIP, cleaning out sheds & haulgreai shape $4377-00-- ing. Joe 436-2867.
474 8331
it 1 A all around mowing,
1988 SUZUKI Samurai trimming, hauling Mark
436-2528,
4X4. 753-6768
Al. Al's hauling, yard work,
1989 MAZDA 0-2200, nice
tree removal, mowing Free
753-6579
estimates. 759-1683
1990 NISSAN Pathfinder
SE, 80,XXX miles. loaded
$13,800 435-4559

1984 PLYMOUTH station
wagon good condition Ra
liegh Acra-fit 2001)exercise
bicycle 753-7845 or
436:2270

DUPLEX 2812 sq ft. Each
side has garage, 2 br, 2 full
bath, refrigerator, stove,
dish, micro, garbage disposal. On large lot, Fallb ro
-Subdivision.
492-8516, 762-7221

Screened rooms
Sliver mot coeDno
White roof coating
Ewriock vinyl unclerpinning

Vans

1969 FORD Falcon, 6cyl
auto $450 obo 753 4985

28R. 1 bath brick home
with carport Located at
East Y Subdivision,
$50,000 759-4861

TOLL FREE

(800) 455-5864

1993 MUSTANG LX 2dr,
2 3 liter, 4cyl. 5sp. CWISB.
a/c, Ford Premier sound
system, 15.XXX miles re
mainder factory warranty
759-4628

ASO

2BR house near universe,'
new carpet & paw:
1BR partially furnished, KENTUCKY Lake, Lake753-5992, in no answer try
carpet, patio. carport No land Westly Village. lbr
,2) 29 GALLON fish aquarapartment; utilities in. 753-2186
pets $295/mo 753-6931
urns with equipment & sevduded, rent based on innear doeyeteer, eral angel fish 753-6139.
house
2BR
1 OR 2br apts near down- come.55 & older, handicap
11.9.
• Murraye
town Murray 753-4109
& disabled Equal Housing
▪ YR old male- Setter,
Opportunity
2BR house Range. rce g
tr5ined $300 753-9586
bath townhouse,
2BR,
North tete 'before 5pm 753-0292 after
502-354-8888
washer.dryer
central hra, niceneighboriinmedratev
available
furnVre.
hood, appliances
LARGE duplex near univer$350/mo 753-7724
Coleman RE, sity. central gas h/a
ished
AKC Dalmations, all shots
753-9898
$350/mo, lease & deposit 803 NORTH 17th, 9br 2 & vet. Great with kids.
759-1087
bath, central h/a, S485'nio
5125.$200 615-746-5355
2BR, 1 bath 1906 A WestNo pets 762-4483 on
wood, nice duplex, central MUR CAL Apartments now
AKC Miniature Dachshund
tween 8am-4pm
tea lecheries new washer & -accepting applications -tw
wee., $200 502 028 2057
dryer Dishwasher. re
EXCEPTIONALLY nice ebr.
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Fi-oftweiler puppies,
JAT.C_
___Jegerator, stove BIG Phone 759-4984 Equal brick with all-the-extras.
large boned 759-9019
ROOMS. Lease,- deposit Housing Opportunity
nice neighberhood
$410rmo 753-8734
$650/mo available Nov
AVA'S Aviary, 515 S 7th St.
1st 753-4109.
Birds, seed & accessories.
2BR kitchen appliances.
NEW 2br treplex apart LUXURY HOME for lease, 759-4119.
washer & dryer No pets
ments, gas heat, w'd hook- 3br, 27, bath, central hcae
$375 rrno +deposit
DOG Day Afternoon,
up, appliances furnished, ing (gas) & cooling. ttrcl753-6022
no pets, available Oct 15th, place, 2 car garage, brick-. 759-1768
2BR duplex, gas heat, new $425/mo, deposit required $850/mo Deposits & referGENTLE, tame hand fed
bathroom, carport, Call 753-4873 after ences required Bob Perrin, cockatiel, $30 489-2871
$295/mo 753-8767
Allen
6 30pm,
Properties
Grey's Properties
obedient, safe
HAVE
„
2BR duplex, freshly painted NEW brick townhouse, 2br, 759-2001
dog for show or home
& papered No pets
1'e bath, family room, NEWLY remodeled 2br
Classes or private lessons
$350/mo, plus deposit kitchen, lots of storage, re- house near hospital with
Serving Murray for over
Lease 753-1930
frigerator with ice maker, gas heat, vv'd hook up
12yrs 436 2858
w/d
stove,
microwave,
'
_eonrefrigerator
stove,
2BR duplex off 94E. $250.
PET-bulls, 6wks, black,
No pets. ished $400 mo plus dc-pa
Water furnished Deposit hook-up
pure bred, no papers, large
No pets 753-6848 before $425/mo, plus deposit. sit 759-9967 after 5em
m/t $75 $150 753-9399.
Cambridge Subdivision
9pm
7
753-7435 days. 753-3966 SMALL house for rent,
miles East of Murray Call
2BR duplex, available now evenings
Linzy Beane 436-2582
Real
Appliances furnished, cenEstate
tral h/a, $350/mo Coleman NICE 2br duplex, all erneighborquiet
;dances.
RE, 753-9898
2 ACRES, HA), 121,3 miles
hood near shopping center,
For Rent
1701-A central h/a, available
2BR duplex
-5 of. New Concord 100ft
Or Lease
Ridgewood Dr . Nov 1st, November. No pets Depowq.:1 2 old trailers ,$12.000.
No pets
$325/mo
ie.313),854-9117.
sit $360/mo. Call 753-2852 CREEKVIEW Silteterage
759-4406
warehouses on Center.
after'5pm.
reePLEX 2br. 1 bath, CamDrive- behind Sheney s
2BR. very nice central h/a, NICE 2br duplex with carbridge Estates Gene
$20-$40/mo. 759,4081
appliances & lawn mainte- port, gas heat Lease No
•
Steely 753-6156
nance furnished Coleman pets 1821 Ridgewood, NEON Beach Storage, 812
RE 753-9898
Air
Whitnell tXhind Bef$425/mo 753-7457
Center All unite from KuPPERUD Rear)/ has
MURRAY Manor Apart- NICE 2br duplex, central 11'X25' and down with buyers waiting to purchase
disrefrigerator,
stove,
h/a,
homes-all price ranges If
lights & electric 753-3853
ments now accepting appliw/d hook-up
you are thinking of seltmgcations for 1-2br apart- hwasher,
Storage
NORTHWOOD
No pets $375
contact one of our courtements Apply in person Northwood
presently has units avail- ous and professional
Mon-Fri, plus deposit 753-1953
1 30pm-4pm
able Call 753-2905. agents at 753-1222 or stop
nights
753-0870
days,
1409 Duigiud Dr
753.7536 •
by office at 711 Main St

CALL COI DWELL BANKER

HALEY Appraisal Service
call
Haley
Bob
502-489 2266

WATERFRONT. 74
wooded acres, views, wildlife, privacy, old cabin,
electric, water $99.900
615-232-4228

VERY nice 2br 1 bath du

month deposit, lyr lease
e•
No pets 7532905

Lleed
Decks

Motorcycles

Just Opened

aim APPliance.a haat-last
central Iva, $425/mo 1

510

cxx

470

160

110

0
-

716x4

PAD INCLUDED
All Subject To Present
Stock. We Have What
We Advertise.

12
12
12
Sales tax and installation Is not included. No coupons or other promotions accepted.

BEST!

BETTER!

s98800

ssggoo

You May Add $1.00 Yd. On Trustmark
Up To 70 Yds. of Carpet
With 1'2" Pad x 4 Pad Included

Hwy. 641
8 mi. N. of Paris
1 mi. S. of Hazel
1-901-498-8161

Trustmark
Up To 70 Yds, Of Carpet ,....
With 12 x 4 Pad Included

You May Add $1.00 Yd. For
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Clarksville, TN.
127 Terminal Rd.
Across From Governor's
Mall, Behind Wendy's
615-552-8787

IDEAL CHRISTMAS PRESENT
.,
LAYAWAY NOW!"
AREA RUGS IN STOCK
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

CONTRACT BRIDGE

LOOKING BACK
Tea -years ago
Murray-Calloway County Need
Line held its council meeting on
Oct. 29 at Need Line headquarters at 209 Maple St., Murray.
Sid Easley, president, presided.
Euple Ward is executive director.
Susie Allen, 'Eunice Henry,
Dorothy Dodd, Roy Clark,
Frances Churchill, Norma Finney, lute Hutson, Eva Alexander,
Howard McNeely, Hardin ,,Alder.
dice, Louise Short, Twila -Coleman, Lola McClain, Betty Dodd,
Beatrice Henry, Lora Arnold and
Elbert Alexander were installed
as new officers of Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Guy McKnight,
Oct, 8; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Tripp Furches, Oct. 23; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. David Prescott,
Oct. 24; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.

Kevin D'Angelo and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Tony McClure, Oct. 25.

DEAR ABBY: You recently publ'shed a letter about a young couple's wedding mishap on a cruise
ship. The writer wanted to know if
anyone could top it. Well, I think 1
can.
• I had two months to plan our
wedding after my fiancé learned he
would have his leave from the
Army. My budget was very tight, so
I made the bridesmaids' dresses,
and because I didn't want to put
anyone in a financial bind, I also
paid for the tuxedo rentals.
It was the hottest day of June,
"with thunderstorms. My parents'
thilet nvarlinr.d.that rimmipa, with
a house full of houseguesCs. My
maid of honor spent the previous

day at the beach, where she got a
terrible sunburn on her back and
shoulders. One of the ushers was
told his Army leave was canceled.
Our reserved motel room was
"taken" when we got there. And
when we returned from our-brief
honeymoon, we discovered that the
Photographer (a.friend) had used
- •
only black-and-white film!
That was 25 years ago last June.
We have only one colored photo of
us walking down the aisle.(A guest
took it.) It's a little out of focus and
taken from a strange angle. Did any
of this dampen my spirits? Not on
04on clnud gine,
your hfe 1 u,
It was a marvelous day for us,
and we have had others, such as the

Famous Hand — Part 2
ROY
doveloons.

East dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
•QJ 8
IP A J 965
•K 82
4. A Q
WEST
EAST
•
•7 6 5 2
V Q 10 8 7
K 4 32

change for the four of diamonds.)In
that case, West's king ofclubs would
have appeared at trick two and Belladonna would then have had to
decide whether the king was truly a
singleton..
The consensus among experts is
that Belladonna would have treated
the king as a singleton, and this
decision would have cost him the
•Q 10 6
• 54 3
world championship.
+10754
K
In attempting to.9vercome East's
SOUTH
presumed 10-7-5-4 of trumps, he
* A K 109
would have tried for a trump coup.
11,This would have entailed cashing
• A 97
the ace of hearts (discarding a diamond), then rolling a heart and at3.2
Contract-seven clubs.
tempting to cash three spades and
Opening lead -two of hearts
the A -K of diamonds. Assuming East
Thisdeal isfantasy.It was played followed suit throughout,Belladonna
-or a reasonable facsimile of it was would next have ruffed a heart to
played -in the 1975 World Charn- produce this position
pionship final between Italy and the
.North
United States. We discussed the play
•J
yesterday, explaining how Giorgio
•8
Belladonna made seven clubs and
Q
won the championship for Italy.near
West
East
the end ofthe match by finessing the Immaterial
* 1075
queen ofclubs at trick two and cashSouth
. •
ing the ace of clubs at trick three,
10
dropping West's king.
+J9
that
now
Bellaimagine
Let's
In this imagined ending, Belladonna was declarer at seven clubs in donna would now make the grand.
- the himclshown today,andthat West slam byruffingthe ten orspriddein
had played the king ofclubs instead dummy.But,alas,in the actual deal
of the ten at trick two in the hand East would have trumped the third
shown yesterday.(The only differ- spade and the U.S.. instead of Italy,
ence in today's deal is that we've would have won the world champigiven East the ten of clubs in ex- onship!
Tomorrow: Strike while the iron is hot.
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footh4ll game
Thirty years ago
A program of dedication of
Twenty years ago
'
Murray No. 1, Water District will
Boy Scouts from nine counties
be in the circuit court room of
of Kentucky and one county in
Calloway County'Court House on
Illinois were present at the Four
Nov. 2. Congressman Frank A.
Riven Council Camporee held
Stubblefield will be featured
Oct. 25, 26 and 27 at Murrayspeaker. Other speakers will be
-Calloway County Park. Publiihed
Mason Thomas, chairman ofare feature photographs of the
Board -of Commissioners; Edwin
event by Staff Photographer Dave
Stokes, secretary; and A.O.
Celaya.
_ Cohoon, treasurer.
Hollis Johnson Clark, Jerry
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Farley
Chisholm Dunn- and Suzanne
are today observing their 50th
Addle Jones, all of Murray, are
wedding anniversary.
among those students at Murray
The Rev. William Porter, pasState University named to Who's
tor of First Christian Church,
Who Among Students in AmeriMurray, spoke about "The State
can Colleges and Universities.
and Religion" at a meeting of
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Farley
Zeta Department of Murray
are today observing their 60th
Woman's Club. He was introwedding anniversary.
duced by Mrs. Charles Shuffett.
Murray State University Racers
Murray High School Tigers
beat East Tennessee 17 to 3 in a
had their sixth win of the football

BLONDIE
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g, painttes 18
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' TAKEN CARE
ABOUT..?
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TN FAR SIDE

THAT'S THE BEAury OF
BEING MARR1E0 A.5 LONG
AS WE HAVE

:OMPU' & ONCALL
EARCH,

ET REtour old
mica. All
timates.
Murray,

*•
DEAR ABBY:- In a recent column, you commented on nosy people who ask,"How old are you?"
You replied, "I smile and tell
them the year of my birth, and let'
them figure it out."
1 When I'm asked 'that question,
my stock reply is,"I was born 48 1/2
years after President Lincoln was
assassinated." Not surprisingly,
some have said, "I don't know when
Honest Abe died!"
ROBERT C. BROWN,
EUREKA,ILL.
_
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iv COO/DYE HAPPENED
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custom
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7870'

DEAR ROBERT: Clever. And
for those readers whose recall
of presidential history is rusty,
Abraham Lincoln died April 15,
1865.
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I BROW THE LEfTOYER CUP-_
CAKES Fiforn nti SON'S HALLOwEEN PARTS SO HE WOULDN'T
EAT ANS MORE Of THEM.

B repair.
rnhill,
KY.

I HAD TO GET
ALL OUR LEFTOVER HALLOWEEN CANN
OUT Of THE
HOUSE!

I 004'T WANT
inS KIDS
EATING THIS
SUNK, AND
I DON'T WANT
TO EAT IT!

UST LEAVE IT IN-THE . -.\COFFEE ROOM! SOMEONE
ELSE wiLL EAT it!

(

AISOTHER UNSUSPEtTINC,
VICTIM HEADS -TOWARD A
00-CALORIE CUP OF COFFEE.

nishing.
s. Larry

'42.

& Stump... With full
Free esI night,

FOR BETTER Or FOR WORSE
CHRISiMAS Musle?

tAiEu_,,GE.,1 1)00Mask- WE.WON'T
Be.PLPNANGIT rL

-WE WOULDN'T WRNTOUR CUSTOMERS To BE Sick
OF CHBISTmAs BEFORE DECEMBER 2.57 WoOLD WE-

NEXT WEEK,

Frf LEAST!'

994

of

GARFIELD
. AND SO THE MOOSE SAWS,
THAT WA9 NO CHICKEN,
THAI WAS 1V14, WIFE!"
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PEANUTS
(50 YOU SAT OUT IN A
PUMPKIN PATCH ALL NIGHT
LOOKIN6 THROUGH SOME
BINOCULARS..

WWII
I LA)AS H0PIN6 I
COULD SEE THE
'GREAT PUMPKIN"
COME FLYING IN_

YOU LOOK BETTER
TP15 WAY .. YOU
LOOK LIKE YOU'RE
FAR Ati/AY

It

DR. GOTT

By Peter 1-1.41Gott. M.D.
DEAR DR.(OTT: I suffer from.
CROSSWORDS
poor circulation in my feet - irffact
one foot seems to have no pulse and
my big toe is.red. Is there any relief or
medication for my conditiqn?
aa Strike
ACROSS
DEAR READER: As arteries
44 Abound
7lime
A nswerpto
.FPreviir
o
TAuRE
s Puzzle
become increasingly blocked by arte45 Buttertli
1 Make lace
riosclerosis, less and less blood pass47 Portico
4 Appointments
JAMB
SEGO
FCC
es through them. Eventually, blood
49 Explosions
9 Birds-I NR I
KNEE OEIR
flows in a trickle and the pulse in the
53 Tropical lizard
feather
MAE,NAT
E
F 00Tsi. rOAR
E iNy
D
EEI REICT
R
N"Ri
57 Auricle
artery becomes too faint to feel. The
12 -Swiss river
MISSIDEE
58 "--ear
13 Ambassador
resulting lack of blood (aid oxygen)
RA
and ..."
14 Wooden pin
leads to marked changes in the tis60 Cricket
15 Giving money
sues of the affected part: muscle
positions
17 Nothing tocramps, weakness, dry and red skin,
61 Veneration
at
tingling ornurnbness.anduthers.
OTT62 Otto's owner
19 On the water
TOM
- Patients witly such a condition,
IRIS
21 Asner ID
63 Parrot .
which is called "peripheral vascular
I S
0
or Athletic group
disease." may need balloon angioplasBANSHEE SPAHN
DOWN
25 Law deg.
ty or. bypass surgery to restore ade27 Snare.
T 11RAET
OLEO
1 Spigot
quate-oxygenation.
31 Possess
E
RES D
FERN
org
2
Drivers'
-32 Donations
To avoid surgery, doctors advise
11-1
3
Attempt
1994
©
United
Feature
Syndicate
- 34 Mixture
patients with PVD to obtain more
4 Lairs ,
'35 Mr. Onasis
-Naitercise.eliminate cigarettes, lose
5 Sea creature
(2 wds.)
9 Unlock (poet
36 DC VIP ,r.
weight. reduce dietary cholesterol,
6-dinner
20 TV alien
10 Turkish cap
37 Sun god
and keep their extremities warm.
Dawn
7
22 Pah helmet
11 Mature
38 Absorbed
goddess
23 Knicks centerMany vascular specialists have not
41 -Aviv
8 "Auld Lang
24 Suffix
Woman"
been impressed with the ability of
-42 Selves
26 Attacking
18 Dinner option
drugs,
such as Trental. to enhance
28 Giver of TLC
circulation,And- this makes sense.
1
29 Concur
2 MI
9
6
• 11
7
8
4
5
30 Hymn -PVD it a mechanical problem
32 Spanish gold
13
14
mechanical solution. "
Crimson
33
ill
If your feet are cold and your toe is
35 Accented part
15
17
18
red, you may well have advanced arteof poetic foot
III
rial blockage, a problem that your
39 Proceed
19
21
20
40 Female Tel.
family dbctor should-address using
41
Symbol
for
.
the strategies', mentioned.
22 23 24
25
27 28 likil
all
tellurium
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've recently
44 Kind of cross
31
been diagnosed with atrial fibrillation.
46-Redding
34

tmark

•

births of our children and thenWhen Chad and the newer girl
graduations from high school and led the procession down the aisle,
college. We count our blessings - everythingseemed picture-perfect.
not our mishaps!
As the ceremony progressed,
BLESSED IN DELAWARE however, Chad decide
/Al it was too
stuffy for him, so he proceeded to
r **
walk_ out behind the. hride..and__
groom (unbeknowust to .,them(,
'DEAR ABBY: Now I have to tell faced the
ny "children-at-wedding:.story: It the entireaudience, and throughout
ceremony, made a startook place in a remote part of Mon- tling repertoire
of morfitey faces!
tana in a beautiful church with a
His parents and part of the
raised altar area in front of a gor- bridal party on the
dais_made
geous stained-glass window:
furtive but desperate
Many of the guests, myself includ- Chad and relatives togestures to
"do someed, .had driven from Southern Calibut, since.no one could without 'erupting the entire affair
my nephew, and the ring bearer was (coaxing
from the-front row' got
the bride's nephew,"Chad,"age 6.
nowhere) and the bridal pair were
oblivious to what n going on
I behind their backs, we all sedately
let the wedding(and antics)go on.
When my nephew and his bride
reviewed
the videotape of their wedBy GARY LARSON
ding, instead of being upset, they
laughed uproariously, and said this
,was one wedding none of us would
ever forget! (After Chad's parents
gut him home-,
bet rhad Srorrtforget it either!)
Now my nephew and his wife
_ have two little .girla.of theiTIOwn
who-have inherited their parents
wonderful sense of humor.
D.A. BURSON,ENCINO,CALIF.

ctric and

& eaterle repair.
s, Call

season when they beetT
i
rove
High Blue Devils of Paris. Tenn.,
by the score of 33 to 7.
Forty years ago
The home of Mr. and Mrs.
Clovis Bazzell and five children
at Coldwater was destroyed by
fire on Oct. 31.
Mrs. W. Joe Parker has
returned from a visit with her
son, Michinist Billy Joe Parker_
and wife and new baby, James
Michael, born Oct. 3, at San
Diego, Calif. Machinist Parker is serving ewith the United States
Navythere,
Gene Cole, Leonard Wood,
Burton Y2ung, and Ernest
Clevenger R. are pictured with
pheasants taken while hunting
near Georgetown.
New officers of Senior 4-H
Club at Kirksey High School are
Jo Ellis, Sonia Greenfield, Linda
Lawson, and Threna Gray.

DEAR ABBY

DAILY COMICS

ing,
id blow761

13

48

in
58
6'

48
47
•
53
59

54
60
61

48 S-shaped
molding
49 Ms. Arthur
•50 Ordinance
51 Metric
measure
52 Nahoor sheep
•
54 Astronauts'
• "all right"
55 56
55 Opp of SSW
56 Biblical name
59 Alternative
word

^Can this condition progress to other.
serious conditions or to cardiac
arrest?
WAR READER: Atrialk fibrillation.'
is a type of irregular heartbeat often

seen as a consequence of arterioscle
rotic heart disease. Although in most
cages this abnormal rhythm will not
affect health, it can lead to fatigue and
heart failure in some patients.
For this reason, physicians usually
use drugs, such as digitalis or calcium
channel blockers, or electric shock
icardioversion) to return the heart to
its normaLl-egular rhythm.
Without examining you. I cannot
predict whether yotir condition will
progress and cause problems. Ask
your doctor about this. In any case.
the-atrial fibrillation will not lead to
tardiac arrest. Rather, the changes of
--AY if they occur are more subtle
and less life threatening.
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Brights Grand Opening

HOROSCOPES
• wanes, choices. Practicalicass
4114(,4
.111 p you up. Maintain your dignity
and - poise at all firms. Resist the
iiic' to tell someonoff.
L 1 BR A 'Sept. p-Oct. 22 i.:
TODAY
'
S CHILDREN -art-peace-loving and gentle. greatly disturbed
by ugliness and violence. They often volunteer to act as mediator: in tiop,,, Remain where you are sate from
temptation. out of the reach of
Of restoring harmony as quickly as* possible.'Coro on them to he opcec
someone who is selfish. An ins itaminded and objective.
-114.44.441. 1.444 .441.4Atif4.4. new place
HAPPY BIRTHDAY: IN THE 'Itee‹-tlet taTebow•-•.ittrittvc parrncrr—s
holds 1,
6. appeal. '
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: virvts Beinglati iii arvvth an al l\
SCORTJO_tpct. 23-Nos.' 21):
learn
or
You must act in the hest interests ot 4L11.14.`.2
11,0
I et sour t,onipvTitors tale 'all
\lay
your career. A transaction concluded
inancial risks now. Emphasi/e
floss is on I ci,L,L-im,.!
by • the vnitu1:..1.q9.4:4,
,,i4T.puy—dir4—...
,ompassion Os er pride on_your way
I.
harms
dends for years to come. Travel
the top. 'ways he available to
holds special appeal early in 1995. interests will keep yon 11,.111
hclp your mate or business panne,
sliding.
Be careful if tempted to combine
• /
I/1 aSe of an emergency.
lull,. 21 Li
business with pleasure while on the
-NTIBTTCH11 S (Nov. -24-!-Dec
iii so,:tabk. le, la ,,or,
l-olliiss
road. An(Me romance could have
21
I e.ieh y.otir Imed ones .to be
long as thev t.0 id 111i11,'IC
unintended consequences.
•
MOW thilly it' you ..fee that they are
your-duties and t espon—Mln
ARIES (March 21 -April 19):
making serious inroads into your
I
Although a loved one may think that Those in cii.trvc is0,
are'
IcsourLes. Cretlii.ke
demanding
what you are doing is silly. you
.
t 1: best cure tor boredom.
'
I
\
'
know better. Travel will not he
R. Li!
control in
C \ TRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
worth the expense. Postpone a busi,
ind
better to ht".•
• II teed an instinct to fx: cautious.
ness trip. Co-workers are more con!
b,,•
casiorial Mistake• the
II'wur \ ork al home or wherever
genial than in recent days.
,.ony emend Acquiring spe
act. Roman' I ek.1,!,, Id:,
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
truly eligible Spe.il,
, ni ,ed knowledge will help you
Focus your attention on career con,+ur ,PoAtts Be open-minded
VIRG() I \1i1 .2 1. N
siderations today. Do not overlook
,ii. „, method. and procedure,..
ten to the \ oiLe
the forest when searching for the
WEDNESDAY. NO% EMBER 2. 1994
tet
I
,
z
(For your personalized daily Jane Dixon hon,scop.
date of birth. call 1-900-988-77k.,your phone compam will bill voti
cents a minute.) ,

-

A!len Bright and Carol Bright are pictured right at the ribbon cutting for
Bright's of Murray Grand Opening on the Court Square In Murray on
Friday. Bright's features many old favorite lines and has added several
new lines of women's clothing and shoes. Expanded lines of petite and
women's,as well as junior and misses sizes can be found there. Pictured
left is Cathy Walker, store manager.

*ON ,IMF lel.118.*OP 41I* *OP 111* ea(411,
1

(*(.

C1,,11 CRI1 S i1,1n. 20 l•ch, Is
A itiendi., al1111144111efe 4w4p.
assov Laws tewnole their thtleremk •
and adopt 'a course acceptable to all
Discard prejudices. Show restrain!
when draftily with retative-s iii
acquaintance. who upposi,.. your ,
views. Time will prose !,OU.rig.144,--- ....LPISCESorfeh. l9A1arclt
W:
A It h•Rig-it ,
y,t1ttf ttriiirti1111-i%'crorr•
mendable, you must he careful not
to go overi•toard,
altiate_cin-rent
and comingitends.

Pick 3
1-2-7

Cash' 5
4-19-27-28-34

Pick 4
1-9-6-5
Sponsored By

WO**

GIFT IDEAS
Reserve yourfavorite Christmas pattern for
Our 1io1iday7able, now Until Nov. 11th, and
rt:ceive 10% OFF total packase.
Christmas Heritage and
Winterberry

Collection.

r Classic Red and
Green Solid and Christmas Tree Pattern.
New Holiday
Plat,,s and Accessories.
r--

PIER 1:

d
Solids and New Christmas Tree

Fox & Hound;
Steak & Seafood

4.1111wwl,

Featuring Daily Lunch
& Dinner Buffets
Lunch Specials - $3.50
Book Your
.
Christmas Parties Now!

Pattern.

Pier 1 Import
(20% Down Required To Hold Your Selections)
UNIVERSITY PLAZA • ON CHESTNUT ST.• MURRAY

•

Free Holkliiy
Planner at
.ZWeiigy(
9
/6e#,

Hours : Sun. - Thurs. 11 a.m.-9 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.-10 p.m.
759-2215.

406 12th St.

49TOillIte

•

NM.12 & II

•

Come early for the unvettmg of our - 1
exclusive Hpfiday BARBIE Keepsake N
Ornament! You'll also find great vai I
ues on-Christmas cards, gift wrap and
many special gift ideai Get a tree r
Holiday Planner with any Hallmark
purchase, too, Don't miss it
November 12 and 131
w,th any Hallmark
purchase

Refreshment,ured

4f4114"Ate

10.4 Saturday•1 4 Sunday

RF.ADMORE BOOK-N-CARD
Chestnut Hills Sing Cease;••(51:72) 799 -

Do You Know Our Name?
Please Toot' as
for One -Magical
lifeckenfA

6ALLERY,
Th
-The llome uf the lilt/mate it (

t qt; I

at'the

Happinesa Place
Saturday November. la 1994
o0_,---5:00 •

„Sunday. November 13, 19941:00 - 5:00

of the
Ito-me wt{h you ...

Talic

sop*

Unique-Gift IdeasIor The Home or Office.
• Beautiful Sculptures • Photo Frames - *Silk Plan t•-•
• Limited Edition Priil.ts
301 N. 12th St, Murray, KY University Square
MasterCaO
759-1019
Visa

There is still-time
for you to
advertise hereLetsCindy, Pam and Debbie help you get an
Edge on fall.

We're in Bel-Air Center
We Feature:
• Gourmet Coffee & Tea, Fresh
Cheese
• Murray's Largest Imported
Food Selection
.
• Beautiful Gifts-from Around
the World
• Professional Quality Cooking
Appliances & Supplies
• Custom Designed Gift
Baskets
• Unique ItemS_Specially Chosen To Enhance Your
Home
• Your Friendly, In-Town Source For All Your
Holiday Needs.
•
Hint: It Begins With A "P"

_

rile perfect gift does exist.
),-of jrisl hare to-know-where tofind it.

4
.

Ill South 41h Sires!
Ow Murray's Court
tiqu

/

_

